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ABSTRACT 

 

Objective 

This dissertation aims to learn about the neural networks involved with using deep brain 

stimulation (DBS) to treat Parkinson’s disease (PD) and increase our understanding of the 

mechanism of DBS. The particular focus is on examining network dynamics in the cortico-basal 

ganglia (BG) circuit and how DBS modulates functional connectivity in the cortico-BG circuit. 

The overarching hypothesis of this work is that DBS changes electrophysiological environments 

to alter the brain’s activity on a network level, examined here in the cortico-BG network in PD. 

 

Background 

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is the therapeutic use of chronic electrical stimulation of the brain 

via an implanted electrode and is a treatment for a variety of neurological disorders. The brain is 

an electrically active organ, containing neurons that communicate in circuits using action 

potentials (APs) and local field potentials (LFPs). We can infer information about how neurons 

communicate by studying these signals, how they behave in PD, and how they respond to DBS. 

PD is a neurodegenerative disease that manifests motor symptoms of bradykinesia, tremor, and 

rigidity, as well as a host of non-motor symptoms including cognitive impairment. It is 

characterized by a loss of dopamine (DA) neurons in the substantia nigra (SN), which has 

downstream effects on the function of the cortico-BG network. The cortico-BG network is an 

intricate web of connections between anatomical areas that regulates movement. DBS is used to 

treat the motor symptoms of PD with widespread success and has long-lasting efficacy. The DBS 

electrodes are placed into subcortical structures in the cortico-BG network, most commonly the 
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subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus pallidus internus (GPi).  

 

There are many theories concerning how DBS works, and this project sought to provide 

increased mechanistic understanding. Empirical evidence attests to the effectiveness of DBS as a 

treatment for PD and how it must change some pathological activity to restore motor function. I 

hypothesized that rather than changing individual neuron properties, DBS acts on neuronal 

microcircuits embedded in the greater cortico-BG network as part of its neuromodulatory 

mechanism.  

 

Methods 

Data was recorded during surgery for DBS electrode implantation from 2 sources: a 

microelectrode placed in the surgical target (STN or GPi) and a µ-electrocorticography (ECoG) 

grid placed on the motor association cortex. In one group of subjects, as the microelectrode was 

lowered along the surgical trajectory, we stopped at multiple sites with neuronal activity for 

periods of approximately 0.5-5 minutes. In another subset of subjects, DBS was applied across 

subtherapeutic, thereapeutic and supratherapeutic frequencies. The electrophysiological 

functional relationships between the STN or GPi and the cortex were studied using through 

examining APs and LFPs and their temporal and spatial connectivity. Additionally, I examined 

the DBS waveform and the relationship between the electromotive force (EMF) generated by 

DBS and distance to the recording electrode. 

 

Results 

A subset of individual neurons in the STN has an electrophysiological functional relationship to 
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the local electrical environment, and another subset of STN neurons has functional connectivity 

with the cortex as measured with the AP aligned average LFP. These electrophysiological 

connections have a high degree of spatial specificity, differing between neighboring neurons and 

within a few millimeters on the cortex. The effect of DBS on these microcircuits was an increase 

in LFP power in the alpha band (8-12 Hz) during 140 Hz stimulation. DBS modulated activity in 

the cortico-BG network at a therapeutically relevant frequency of 140 Hz, but not at 

subtherapeutic and supratherapeutic frequencies. The DBS waveform is attenuated as distance 

from the source of stimulation (the DBS lead) increases.  

 

Conclusions 

The STN and the motor association cortex had an intricate and complex functional connectivity 

with a high degree of spatial specificity. The topographies of these functional connections varied 

across neurons and on a sub-centimeter scale on the cortex. When DBS was applied changes in 

these functional connections were seen with stimulation delivered at 140 Hz. These microcircuits 

are embedded within in the larger cortico-BG network and are affected by a therapeutically 

relevant frequency of DBS. The pathological activity in the cortico-BG network is modulated on 

fine temporal and spatial scales, which explains some of the short-latency effect of DBS on 

motor symptoms.  

 

Significance  

We expect the outcomes of this project to be a better understanding of the electrophysiological 

mechanisms underlying the therapeutic effects of DBS. The broader implications of this research 

include improving DBS as an intervention and expanding its application to other neurological 
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disorders. Examining the cortico-BG circuit is important in the effort to understand both normal 

and abnormal motor information processing and to improve neuromodulation therapies. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION 

 

1.1 Abstract 

The objective of this chapter is to introduce fundamental concepts behind the research performed 

in this dissertation project. I review the basic principles in neuroscience pertaining to 

electrophysiology research and deep brain stimulation (DBS). A brief overview is given for the 

topics of signals in the brain, Parkinson’s disease (PD), the cortico-basal ganglia network, and 

DBS. I also give a high-level overview of the dissertation project and aims. 

 

1.2 Signals in the brain 

Extracellular recordings of neural signals 

There are many ways to record brain activity1, but here I will focus on methods pertinent to this 

dissertation project. The brain is teeming with sources of electrical activity and electrodes listen 

to it all at once. The recorded waveform may be thought of as the sum of the surrounding electric 

activity, with closer sources having more of an influence. Research in electrophysiology dissects 

these signals to decipher how the brain communicates. One way to differentiate different neural 

signals is to look at the components filtered for different frequencies (Figure 1-1a). When high 

pass filtered, the data yields action potentials (APs), which are the electrophysiological method 

of communication used by neurons. In the data, APs may be sorted to parse signals from 

individual neurons from one another (see Chapter 2.3 for how spike sorting was performed in 

this dissertation). The data may also be low pass filtered to examine field potentials, which may 

be considered as a local field potential (LFP) depending on the spatial integration of the 

recording electrodes. The selection of an electrophysiological recording method is often guided 
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by access to the brain, and the trade-off between temporal and spatial resolution (Figure 1-1b). 

Methods for extracellular recordings in the human brain include microelectrodes placed into the 

 

Figure 1-1. Neural signals and methods to record them. (a) Example of neural signals 

measured by a recording electrode, with (middle) representative raw, low pass filtered and 

high pass filtered neural recording traces and (right) sorted spikes. (b) The spatiotemporal 

capabilities (or constraints) of various existing neurotechnologies. The horizontal and vertical 

solid lines represent resolution in temporal and spatial scale, respectively, whereas the extent 

of the rectangular shade represents the spatiotemporal span of each neurotechnology. Adapted 

from1. 
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neural tissue (high temporal and spatial resolution, but highly invasive), electrocorticography 

(ECoG, mini-ECoG, or µECoG) on the epicortical or dural surfaces of the brain (high temporal 

resolution, and can have high spatial resolution, but invasive and limited to the cortex), and 

electroencephalography (EEG) on the scalp (fairly high temporal resolution, and can have high 

spatial resolution; non-invasive, but limited to the cortex and signal amplitude is attenuated by 

the skull). These signals can resemble the same brain activity2, though the specifics of what can 

be measured are in the details of a particular study. Interpreting the meaning of these brain 

signals is a focus of the work in neural engineering and electrophysiological research. 

Neuroscientists often label neurons as members of circuits and networks based on their 

anatomical and functional connections throughout the brain. In this dissertation, I placed a high 

priority on fine spatial resolution by using microelectrodes and µECoG grids (see Chapter 2.2) to 

examine neural networks, microcircuits, and single neurons involved with DBS and PD.  

 

Action potential 

The AP is the basic method of electrical communication used by individual neurons embedded in 

larger circuits and networks3,4. The AP may also be called a “spike” due to its high frequency 

characteristics. Neurons are often described as “firing” APs, so the pace at which APs occur is 

called the firing rate. The neuronal membrane has a resting potential, and  the AP travels down 

the axon of a neuron as a wave of moving ions that change the membrane potential, either along 

the entire membrane in an unmyelinated axon, or by saltatory conduction (jumping from node to 

node) in a myelinated axon5 (Figure 1-2A). When the AP reaches the axon terminal, it 

communicates with the next neuron through synaptic transmission, and so electrical signals 

transmit information through neuronal circuits. The AP happens quickly, in about a few 
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milliseconds with a rapid exchange of sodium and potassium ions across the membrane6 (Figure 

1-2B). APs are measured with electrodes (Figure 1-2C) to examine an individual neuron’s 

behavior in observational studies or to see how neuron firing changes with experimental 

interventions. 

 

Figure 1-2. Action potential. (A) Illustration of two neurons, (top) one myelinated and 

(bottom) one unmyelinated, showing the moving charges of APs down the axons. (B) The 

phases of an AP, or spike. (C) Data trace of APs from the STN in the human brain (Subject 

2). Adapted from5,6. 
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Local field potentials 

The LFP (Figure 1-3A) is a measure of regional activity in the brain, which is the compilation of 

different types of electrical activity. In neuroscience, many recorded field potentials are called 

LFPs because there is not a commonly used term that differentiate a potential truly local to the 

region (µm to a few mm) from potentials measured across larger regions of the brain (mm to 

cm). The spatial integration of field potentials is highly influenced by the recording methods 

used, and whether electrodes have a small or large listening radius2,7. A major contributor to the 

LFP is post-synaptic activity of transient potentials in the dendritic arbor and soma2. The LFP 

does not represent activity of a single neuron, but instead exhibits how a group(s) of neurons 

behaves together and can give insight to the function of a neuronal circuit. Whether an LFP is 

generated in the local recorded area or a distant region that inputs onto the recorded location is 

specific to each brain network and is often the subject of electrophysiological research. 

 

One structure of importance to this dissertation is the cortical column (Figure 1-3B). In many 

areas the cortex is organized with repeating columnar units comprised of a small network of 

cells. These columns communicate with one another as part of larger circuits and are essential 

components of neural networks in motor functioning, visual processing, and other sensory 

systems 8–12. Cortical microcircuits also play a role in the pathophysiology of neurodegenerative 

diseases13. The spatial reach of an LFP, or area with the same LFP, in the cortex is on a 

millimeter scale7. To examine the cortical activity in cortical columns and microcircuits, the 

recording method used must have a sub-centimeter spatial resolution, which can be achieved 

with ECoGs of a relevant size, like a µECoG. 
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Figure 1-3. LFP and the cortical column. (A) Data trace of 5 s of LFP in the STN in the 

human brain (Subject 2). (B) Diagram of the cortical column, which is an arrangement of 

neurons, dendrites and axons in vertical modules of the striate cortex of the macaque monkey. 

(Left) A drawing to show the arrangement of the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells; for 

clarity, only one-half of the neurons present are shown. Total numbers of GABAErgic and 

non-GABAergic cells are given to the right of the drawing. (Right) A drawing to represent the 

pyramidal cell modules (columns) showing the arrangement of dendrites and axons. Adapted 

from12. 
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1.3 Parkinson’s disease  

PD is a neurodegenerative disorder correlated with a loss of dopamine neurons in the substantia 

nigra14. 

 

Epidemiology 

The prevalence of PD is approximately 630,000 people in the United States with an economic 

burden of about $14.4 billion15. PD is most commonly diagnosed after age 50, and age at 

diagnosis peaks at 80 years, with the lifetime risk at 2.0% for men and 1.3% for women16. The 

disease prevalence will continue to increase due to the aging population in the United States17. 

PD can be a devastating diagnosis for an individual and their support system and has a great 

economic cost to society.  

 

Symptoms and disease course 

Like many other neurodegenerative diseases, the onset of PD is insidious, and the progression 

increases its pace with time (Figure 1-4). PD has a prominent motor component, including 

symptoms of bradykinesia, tremor, dyskinesia, muscular rigidity, and gait changes. The motor 

symptoms are often what prompts the diagnosis of PD and subsequent treatment. Patients 

experience “off” states, where their motor function is inhibited, and “on” states, where their 

motor function is closer to normal. Nonmotor symptoms include olfactory dysfunction, cognitive 

impairment and dementia, sleep problems, pain, and autonomic dysfunction. The motor and 

nonmotor symptoms both progress with age, and dementia or psychosis may appear with 

advanced disease14. 
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Causes 

Age is the strongest risk factor for PD, and other risk factors include a family history (genetics), 

pesticide exposure, consuming dairy products, traumatic brain injury, and history of 

methamphetamine use. Smoking and physical activity have a protective effect against PD16. 

Several genes have been found to convey an increased or decreased risk of PD, though 

 

Figure 1-4. Clinical symptoms and time course of Parkinson's disease progression. 

Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease occurs with the onset of motor symptoms (time 0 years) but 

can be preceded by a premotor or prodromal phase of 20 years or more. This prodromal phase 

is characterized by specific non-motor symptoms. Additional non-motor features develop 

following diagnosis and with disease progression, causing clinically significant disability. 

Axial motor symptoms, such as postural instability with frequent falls and freezing of gait, 

tend to occur in advanced disease. Long-term complications of dopaminergic therapy, 

including fluctuations, dyskinesia, and psychosis, also contribute to disability. 

EDS=excessive daytime sleepiness. MCI=mild cognitive impairment. RBD=REM sleep 

behavior disorder. Adapted from14. 
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developing the disease appears to result from an interaction between genetics and the 

environment14, and most cases of PD are considered idiopathic. 

 

 

Figure 1-5. Pathophysiology of PD. The core pathology of PD affects the DA-producing 

neurons of the SN. (A) In advanced PD, loss of DA-producing neurons results in 

depigmentation of the SN. (B,C) The DA synthesizing enzyme tyrosine-hydroxylase (TH) 

marks DA-producing neurons, which are depleted in the SN of PD patients. (D) Lewy bodies 

are made up of insoluble polymers of α-synuclein are deposited in the neuronal body, forming 

round lamellated eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions. Adapted from18. 
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Treatments 

No cure for PD currently exists and slowing the progression of the disease is challenging. There 

are treatments for symptoms of PD. Pharmacological therapies that increases dopaminergic 

activity in the brain can help with motor symptoms and increase time in an “on” state. 

Medications include levodopa, dopamine receptor agonists, monoamine oxidase type B 

inhibitors, amantadine, and drugs that change the metabolism of those medications (e.g. 

carbidopa). Medication is often the treatment of choice for the initial stages of PD. However, 

over time medication becomes less effective, and patients often require multiple doses per day as 

they rapidly cycle between on and off states. Surgical treatments for PD include pallidotomy 

(historically) and DBS, which will be detailed in Chapter 1.5. DBS is a common choice for long-

term management of later stage disease. The non-motor features of PD are treated with a variety 

of pharmacological and physical therapies depending on the symptoms. The non-motor features 

are often more difficult to treat than the motor symptoms14.  

 

Pathophysiology 

PD has been characterized by the loss of neurons that produce dopamine (DA) in a nucleus 

called the substantia nigra (SN) located in the midbrain18 (Figure 1-5A,B,C). The motor 

symptoms of PD correlate to the loss of these DA-producing neurons as they send DA to areas in 

the brain involved with movement19. Additionally, PD involves the accumulation of a misfolded 

protein called α-synuclein, which aggregates in cells and forms Lewy bodies. Protein 

malformation and aggregation is common in neurodegenerative disorders and is not limited to 

the brain; the protein aggregates can be found in a variety of tissues14. The precise reasons why 

loss of DA-producing neurons and accumulation of Lewy bodies cause the symptoms of PD is 
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not entirely understood. In this dissertation, I contribute to information regarding the downstream 

targets of the DA-producing neurons from the SN. 

 

1.4 Cortico-basal ganglia network 

Anatomical structures 

The cortex is a brain structure covering the outer surface comprised of layers of neurons and 

support cells called glia. The BG is a subcortical group of nuclei, which includes the striatum 

(the caudate nucleus and putamen together), globus pallidus (externus and internus; GPe and 

GPi), STN, and SN (Figure 1-6). The thalamus is a brain region often called the relay station, as 

 

Figure 1-6. The basal ganglia and surrounding structures. The nuclei of the basal ganglia 

are identified on the right in this coronal section. Adapted from4. 
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many circuits have connections in the thalamus on their way to or from the cortex. These 

structures have many varied anatomical connections between each other in the cortico-basal 

ganglia-thalamo-cortical network (called the cortico-BG network in this dissertation for brevity). 

Here I will focus on the circuitry relevant to movement and PD. 

 

There are 2 major loops in the cortico-BG network: the direct and indirect pathways (Figure 1-7). 

 

Figure 1-7. Cortico-basal-ganglia-thalamo-cortical circuitry. The direct, indirect, and 

hyperdirect pathways are indicated. Red lines denote inhibitory connections, blue lines denote 

excitatory connections, and green lines denote mixed cholinergic, GABAergic, and 

glutamatergic connections. Of note, the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) also exhibits 

anatomic projections to striatum and cortex (omitted for clarity). Adapted from22. 
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Together the balance of activity between these pathways permits normal movement, and injury 

or pathology can lead to motor symptoms20–22. 

 

Direct pathway 

The direct pathway excites the cortex and contributes to the initiation of voluntary movement. 

The SN releases DA into the striatum which contains the excitatory receptor D1 and the 

inhibitory receptor D223. The direct pathway acts through the D1-receptor-containing medium 

spiny neurons (MSNs), which go onto inhibit the GPi. The GPi inhibits the thalamus, so in the 

direct pathway the thalamus is disinhibited and goes on to excite the cortex to lead to 

movement22.  

 

Indirect pathway 

The indirect pathway inhibits the cortex to prevent unwanted movement, often limiting 

movements that would compete with or restrict the desired voluntary movement. In the indirect 

pathway the D2-receptor-containing MSNs inhibit the GPe. The GPe inhibits the STN, so the 

STN is disinhibited and goes on to excite the GPi. The GPi inhibits the thalamus, so the thalamus 

does not go on to excite the cortex, and movement is inhibited. When the D2 MSNs are inhibited 

by DA release from the SN, the indirect pathway is inhibited, and movement can occur (thus it is 

an indirect way to initiate movement)22. 

 

Hyperdirect pathway 

The hyperdirect pathway is a direct excitatory connection from the cortex to the STN, and its 

activation can have a similar effect to activating the indirect pathway. There are many other 
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reciprocal connections and mixed excitatory and inhibitory connections in the cortico-BG 

network, but as a whole can be thought of regulating a balance between activating and inhibiting 

the cortex for movement22. 

 

Effect of Parkinson’s disease 

In PD there is a loss of DA-producing neurons in the SN (see Chapter 1.3). This leads to 

underactivation of the direct pathway and overactivation of the indirect pathway. Overall, the 

diseased state of the cortico-BG network leads to more difficulty producing movement. This 

neurophysiology correlates with clinical symptoms of bradykinesia, difficulty initiating 

movement, and rigidity14,19.  

 

1.5 Deep brain stimulation 

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is the therapeutic use of chronic electrical stimulation of the brain 

via an implanted electrode and is a treatment for a variety of neurological disorders24,25 (Figure 

1-8; Figure 1-9). High-frequency electrical stimulation is applied via these electrodes that 

ameliorates some symptoms of the disease. DBS has long-lasting effects that significantly 

improve the patients’ quality of life and has had marked success in treating movement 

disorders26–29. There is also substantial interest in utilizing DBS in other neurological disorders 

that have a larger cognitive component.   

 

The most common targets for PD are the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus pallidus 

internus (GPi). The effects are similar in either structure, though STN DBS has shown some 

superiority for tremor and motor improvement in the off state30, and GPi DBS has shown some 
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superiority for dystonia and axial symptoms31. Long-term data is now emerging showing a stable 

benefit of DBS after 10 and 15 years32,33. 

 

 

Figure 1-8. Electrode Implantation for Deep-Brain Stimulation. The lead for deep-brain 

stimulation is implanted in either the subthalamic nucleus or the internal segment of the 

globus pallidus. The lead passes through a burr hole in the skull. Attached to the lead is a 

connecting wire, which is tunneled under the skin of the scalp and neck to the anterior chest 

wall, where it is connected to an impulse generator. Adapted from24. 
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Historical Development 

DBS was developed as a surgical treatment for movement disorders in the 1990s as an 

alternative to ablative surgeries34. Pallidotomies and thalamotomies had been used as treatments 

for patients who were not getting a benefit from medication or who experienced severe side 

effects35–37. Patients saw symptom improvement from ablative procedures, but they also saw 

cognitive side effects, especially in bilateral ablations35–37. During the procedure, surgeons used 

microelectrode high frequency stimulation for anatomical target confirmation. Clinical teams 

noticed improvement from the intraoperative stimulation prior to the target ablation22,38. 

Alongside efforts to find surgical treatments for PD, researchers learned more about basal 

ganglia (BG) circuitry20,39. DBS arose from the observation of symptom relief with 

intraoperative high frequency stimulation and the idea to decrease activity from the GPi22.   

 

Permanent electrode implants were developed and tested in multiple clinical trials that have 

shown symptom improvement and increased “on” time superior to medical therapy26–29,40. Many 

patients can decrease or even eliminate their dopaminergic medications after DBS surgery25. 

DBS does have surgical risks (e.g. bleeding, infection), and side effects (e.g. paresthesias, voice 

changes), but the therapy has proven effective and has risen to popularity. DBS was first FDA 

approved for essential tremor and tremor-predominant PD in 199741. DBS devices have 

subsequently been FDA approved for PD in general42, dystonia43, obsessive-compulsive 

disorder44 and epilepsy45.  

 

One avenue of research in DBS and movement disorders is the use of adaptive, or closed loop, 

stimulation46,47 to better target symptoms and to conserve device battery. In its current clinical 
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use, the device is constantly delivering stimulation in an open-loop configuration. If stimulation 

delivery is applied specifically when patients are experiencing symptoms, then we will be able to 

increase efficacy and reduce side effects. Adaptive DBS requires a biomarker signal to provide 

feedback to the system and close the loop. Some groups are already experimenting with adaptive 

DBS based on beta bursts in the STN 46 and gamma frequency activity in the cortex 47. 

 

 

Figure 1-9. Boston Scientific DBS System. (A) Boston Scientific Vercise GeviaTM DBS 

system with implantable pulse generator (IPG), patient remote, and two examples of DBS 

electrode leads. (B) Close up of DBS leads. (Left) A directional lead with 2 full ring contacts 

on the bottom and top and two middle rings that are segmented into 3 contacts that can be 

turned on independently. (Right) A standard DBS electrode with 8 contacts (none are 

segmented). Many DBS electrodes have 4 contacts. Adapted from156. 
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There is also substantial research interest in the clinical potential of DBS in other neurological 

disorders48, including depression49,50, addiction51, Tourette syndrome52, pain53, and Alzheimer’s 

disease54. Research in a more basic realm seeks to increase our understanding of the 

neurophysiological mechanism of DBS to increase the ability to help patients with movement 

disorders and expand DBS for use in other neurological conditions22,55,56. 

 

Surgical Procedure  

Candidate patients for DBS surgery should be carefully evaluated by a multidisciplinary team 

that includes a neurologist and a neurosurgeon. Clinicians consider the potential therapeutic 

benefit, the patient’s responsiveness to dopaminergic medications (which predicts a good 

response to DBS therapy), the ability of the patient to safely undergo surgery, and the cognitive 

status of the patient25. A patient can receive unilateral or bilateral DBS electrode placement. If 

unilateral surgery is chosen, a second unilateral surgery may be performed later if disease 

progresses on the contralateral side. 

 

The current standard surgical procedure is to perform awake brain surgery on the sedated 

patient24. The patient will have a preoperative MRI to aid in target coordinate planning. The 

surgeon will use a stereotactic frame secured to the patient’s head to guide the DBS electrode 

placement. The surgeon opens a burr hole into the skull over the trajectory for the electrode, and 

first pass a microelectrode to the target. They confirm the anatomical target based on 

characteristic neuronal firing patterns57 (Figure 1-10). This step may be repeated in a few tracts 

to gain a good understanding of the target location and to refine the coordinates. The 

microelectrode is removed, and the DBS electrode is placed into the target area. The device is 
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then tested intraoperatively with cooperation from the awake patient. Stimulation is turned on 

while the patient performs simple motor tasks, and the clinical team assesses if the DBS 

electrode is properly placed for optimal benefit. After testing and making any necessary 

adjustments, the electrodes are secured to the skull and the surgeon closes all incisions. The 

subcutaneous pulse generator is typically placed in a second procedure. 

 

Figure 1-10. Extracellular recordings during DBS surgery. Representative microelectrode 

recordings (MERs) in various nuclei along a trajectory (dotted line) through the STN. The 

drawing is a parasagittal section adapted from the Schaltenbrand and Wahren human brain 

atlas157. Each trace is 1 second long. (Upper Left) Dorsal thalamic bursting cell. (Right) Three 

recordings made in the STN. (Lower Left) Recording made in the SNr. Adapted from57. 
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An alternative surgical strategy that is gaining popularity is image-guided DBS electrode 

placement under general anesthesia25,58,59. The stereotactic frame is registered to the patient’s 

anatomy with an intraoperative CT before the DBS electrode is placed. This CT scan image is 

co-registered with the preoperative MRI image for patient-specific coordinates of the target 

structure. The surgeon then implants the DBS electrode, and another intraoperative CT scan is 

taken to confirm the location of the DBS electrode. The advantages of asleep over awake DBS 

electrode placement are increased comfort to the patient, a faster surgical time, and the ability to 

perform the surgery in patients who cannot tolerate awake surgery. Disadvantages include not 

being able to test motor responses to stimulation during the surgery, though if performed 

correctly asleep surgery has similar clinical outcomes and target accuracy59,60.  

 

Device Programming 

The DBS device is programed about 1 month after surgery, giving the patient time to recover and 

for any microlesional effects of the surgery to reach a steady state. Each of the 4 contacts on the 

electrode is tested for both symptom relief and for the side effect threshold. Typical stimulation 

parameters are frequencies between 130-150 Hz, pulse width of 90 µsec, and amplitude between 

1.5 to 5 V61. Usually, one contact is turned on as the cathode in a unipolar configuration with the 

pulse generator in the chest acting as the anode. Bipolar configuration may be used to shape the 

stimulation field to avoid side effects22,25. Patients follow up with a neurologist every 1-4 weeks 

for the first few months as they tweak stimulation parameters for optimal benefit. 
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Mechanisms of DBS 

Table 1-1. Mechanisms of DBS. 

 

Despite empirical evidence of clinical improvement, the how DBS functions remains an open 

Reversible lesion 

⎯ Support: Pallidotomies, microlesional effects of DBS therapy 

⎯ Opposition: Evidence of neuronal activity during stimulation 

Informational lesion 

⎯ Support: Neurons entrained on stimulation frequencies 

Modulating pathological network activity 

⎯ Support: Disrupting pathological hypersynchronization (particularly beta band) 

correlated with improvement of motor symptoms; hyperdirect pathway manipulation 

⎯ Complicating factor: DBS can induce side effects likely due to off-target modulation of 

neural networks (dyskinesias, voice changes, paresthesias, and in extreme cases 

personality changes) 

Altered synaptic transmission and neurotransmitter release 

⎯ Support: Decreased need for DAergic medications, short latency of some effects, 

support from animal models 

⎯ Complicating factor: Difficult to measure in human subjects 

Synaptic plasticity 

⎯ Support: Long latencies of some effects, some support from animal models 

⎯ Complicating factor: Essentially theoretical, difficult to measure in human subjects 
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question, with many theories22,62 (Table 1-1). An early hypothesis was that the constant 

stimulation acted as a reversible lesion22, and that clinical benefit was due to deactivation of 

target brain areas. Inactivation of neurons was observed in human patients with microelectrode 

stimulation63, similar to pharmacological inactivation of target areas in primate studies64. 

However, subsequent intraoperative recordings in human patients using the DBS electrode for 

stimulation have shown persistent activity of neurons in the STN65,66 and GPi67. Some have 

proposed that DBS creates an “informational lesion,” such that activity is not entirely 

suppressed, but it is changed or entrained to the stimulation so that motor information processing 

is changed68,69. Though it is plausible some effects of DBS, particularly acute affects, are from 

small lesions acquired during implantation, the reversible lesion theory is an oversimplified 

perspective. 

 

Rather than having a single mechanism, DBS is likely functioning through multiple, 

nonexclusive mechanisms. In fact, different symptoms treated by DBS have different response 

latencies to the treatment22 (Figure 1-11). In PD and essential tremor, DBS has a rapid effect on 

tremor, which can show improvement within seconds of turning on the device. The effect of 

DBS on dystonia may take days to weeks to manifest. In psychiatric conditions like OCD and 

depression, the effects of DBS can be difficult to define with long effect latencies. Pathological 

hypersynchronization of the cortico-BG network is a characteristic of PD70, and DBS can disrupt 

these oscillations46, potentially stopping pathological activity. DBS also changes synaptic 

transmission, with some evidence pointing to specific synapses changing their 

activation/deactivation, and some evidence of increased neurotransmitter release71,72. Some long 

latency effects of DBS could be modulated by synaptic plasticity73, and modulation of 
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pathological network activity74. One explanation behind the variability in both the types of 

symptoms effectively treated with DBS and in their response latencies is that different 

mechanisms act on different time courses22. 

 

Two theories with regard to changing network dynamics warrant more explanation. The first is 

that DBS disrupts the hypersynchonous beta (12-35 Hz) field activity in the cortico-basal ganglia 

circuit75–77, with one variation on the idea being that DBS modulates phase locking between beta 

and higher frequencies78–80. Beta rhythms are pathologically prominent in PD81 and decrease 

with levodopa use82. In normal physiology, beta is present during a motor planning phase and 

decreases at the initiation of movement83,84. Therefore, pathological beta can contribute to 

bradykinesia and difficulty initiating voluntary movement77. There is enthusiasm for using beta 

activity in the STN as a feedback signal for adaptive DBS46. In a similar vein of thought (though 

less explored than beta in the STN), symptoms of dystonia are correlated with alpha band 

frequencies (3-12 Hz) in the GPi85. 

 

The second theory of note in network modulation is the manipulation of the hyperdirect pathway 

by DBS. At some point, the effects of DBS delivered in subcortical targets must impact motor 

plans executed on the cortex. The hyperdirect pathway contains axons that normally 

communicate from the cortex to the STN (Figure 1-7). In DBS research, there is some evidence 

that the stimulation generates antidromic APs in these axons to then affect the cortex86,87. DBS 

therefore travels via this “backward” signal and excites the cortex, which is pathologically 

inhibited in PD (see Chapter 1.4). The cortical excitation then generates cortical APs or disrupts 

oscillatory activity and allows movement. 
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One important note is that DBS does not reverse or halt the disease course in movement 

disorders, though there is some evidence that DBS in early PD does slow the progression of 

tremor88. When the device is turned off, symptoms return, and they reflect the continued disease 

progression occurring in the background. DBS can be a highly effective treatment for years, but 

 

Figure 1-11. DBS effects and their latencies in several disorders. Various disease 

symptoms exhibit different latencies in response to DBS treatment, supporting the theory that 

different mechanisms of DBS are responsible, including immediate neuromodulation effects, 

synaptic plasticity, and long-term effects that may involve anatomical reorganization. *DBS 

exerts a therapeutic effect on tremor within seconds, in both PD and essential tremor. Adapted 

from22. 
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it does not cure a person of the disease. This feature highlights a significant aspect of the 

mechanism; in whatever method DBS is treating movement disorders, it affects a process 

downstream of the cause of the dysfunction. The disease has changed motor information 

processing, and the goal of DBS therapy is to learn how to modulate that information back to 

more functional patterns.  

 

1.6 Rationale and significance 

Studying the mechanism of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in PD will expand our knowledge of 

neural information processing and improve the treatment’s efficacy. Since the establishment of 

DBS as an effective treatment, the field has made limited progress because of a lack of 

mechanistic understanding of DBS. The number of people with movement disorders is 

increasing with the aging population, and neurodegenerative disorders are difficult to treat. 

Additionally, using neuromodulation therapies has the potential to benefit several neurological 

conditions that do not have adequate treatments, like (e.g. major depressive disorder, chronic 

pain). There is an urgent need to improve the efficacy of DBS for movement disorders and 

extend its use into other neurological disorders. 

 

Our lab’s long-term goal is to identify the mechanism of DBS and gain a better understanding of 

neural information processing. My objective of this dissertation was to characterize the 

electrophysiological responses to DBS in the human brain. My central hypothesis is that DBS 

alters motor information processing via neural network dynamics in the cortico-BG network. The 

rationale for this project is that understanding the underlying electrophysiological responses to 

DBS will increase our knowledge of its therapeutic mechanism, which will guide us in how to 
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better utilize that mechanism to benefit patients with movement disorders and neurological 

disease. 

 

There is great interest in both improving DBS for its current indications and expanding the use of 

DBS to other disorders56. DBS shows promise for treating psychiatric conditions48,89, such as 

OCD, addiction, and depression. However, in these disorders with more complex circuitry, 

success has been trickier. The work in DBS for depression is a good example of the struggle to 

use DBS, because the preclinical studies and some controlled trials for depression have looked 

encouraging49,50, but larger randomized controlled trials and metanalyses have not shown 

definitive efficacy90,91. Psychiatric conditions are notoriously difficult to treat, and 

neuromodulation is opening a new avenue of therapy for those who need help. Our limited 

understanding of how DBS affects neurons and tissue regions hinders our ability to expand the 

use of DBS in these disorders. 

 

Our innovative methods allow an in-depth look at the cortico-BG network, how DBS changes 

network processing in PD, and how DBS affects electrophysiological patterns of neuron 

behavior. The history of DBS points to its reliance on empirical data, which has been a factor in 

limiting its extension to other neurological disorders. Our research focuses on the basics of the 

neuronal response to stimulation, which will provide insight into the mechanisms. Combining a 

mechanistic understanding with empirical knowledge will help us to better utilize DBS in 

ailments other than movement disorders. Information about the cortico-BG network will help 

improve DBS, both to more specifically target unfavorable network patterns in PD, and to find 

appropriate feedback biomarkers for adaptive DBS. Additionally, our work will strengthen the 
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field’s ability to modify DBS for applications outside of movement disorders because of our 

ability to analyze the effect of DBS on neurons and local field potentials (LFPs). 

 

We expect the outcomes of this project to be a better understanding of the electrophysiological 

mechanisms underlying the therapeutic effects of DBS. The broader implications of this research 

include improving DBS as an intervention and expanding its application to other neurological 

disorders. 

 

1.7 Specific aims and hypotheses 

As stated above, the objective of this study is to learn about the networks involved with using 

DBS to treat PD and increase understanding of the mechanism of DBS. The overarching 

hypothesis of this work is that DBS changes electrophysiological environments to alter the 

network dynamics of the cortico-BG network in PD. The following specific aims outline the 

effort in this dissertation project to attain that objective:   

 

Aim 1: Examine the native electrophysiological functional connectivity on a spatial micro-scale 

between neurons in the BG and fields in the cortex in PD. 

• Hypothesis 1: The relationship between neurons in subcortical regions and the motor 

association cortex will not be a simple topography but will exhibit spatial precision on a 

sub-centimeter scale on the cortex and will vary across individual neurons in the BG. 

⎯ Approach: We studied the electrophysiological functional connectivity in the 

cortico-BG network by measuring [1] the temporal relationship and [2] the phase 

relationship [a] between APs and LFPs locally in the BG, and [b] between APs in 
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the BG and LFPs in the cerebral cortex. 

 

Aim 1 is the focus of Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 

 

Aim 2: Investigate the effect of DBS on the electrophysiological functional connectivity on a 

spatial micro-scale between neurons in the BG and fields in the cortex in PD. 

• Hypothesis 2: In a stimulation frequency dependent manner, DBS will increase the 

electrophysiological coupling between APs and LFPs within the BG and the coupling 

between the BG and the cerebral cortex, reflecting increased functional connectivity.  

⎯ Approach: We examined [1] the temporal relationship and [2] the spatial 

relationship [a] between APs and LFPs locally in the BG, and [b] between APs in 

the BG and LFPs in the cerebral cortex when DBS was applied. 

 

Aim 2 is the focus of Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

 

Aim 3: Determine the mechanisms by which DBS propagates through neural tissue in human 

subjects with PD.  

• Hypothesis 3: The mechanism for DBS signal propagation from the BG to the cortex is 

mediated through physiological (action potential generation and synaptic transmission) 

mechanisms. The stimulation from the DBS electrode induces electromagnetic forces 

(volume conduction of charge and ephaptic transmission) in the local region, which alters 

neural physiology locally to effect downstream areas, such as the motor cortex. 

⎯ Approach: We examined the electromotive force (EMF) of the DBS waveform in 
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the BG. 

 

Aim 3 is the focus of Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1 Subjects 

Experimental subjects were volunteer patients with PD undergoing standard anesthetized 

bilateral DBS implant surgery at Barrow Neurological Institute (BNI) in St. Joseph’s Hospital 

(Phoenix, AZ). Demographic information is included in Table 2-1. The average age of subjects 

was 65.5 (+/- 1.3) years and the average time since diagnosis was 7.5 (+/- 0.8) years. Male 

subjects made up 16/19 (84.2%) of subjects. All subjects consented to participate in this study, 

and the methods were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at St. 

Joseph’s Hospital. Subjects were recruited based on their willingness and the clinical decision to 

use DBS therapy. Because of the greater availability of patients receiving DBS implants in the 

STN, the analysis in this dissertation focuses on the STN. Data recorded from the GPi is noted 

here as available for future studies, but is not included in the analysis of this project.  

Subject Age Sex Target 
DBS 

Implant 

Years 

of PD 

Recorded 

Hemisphere 
Stimulation 

Dissertation 

Chapter 

1 62 M STN Bilateral 4 Right None 3 

2 65 M STN Bilateral 12 Left None 3 

3 65 F STN Bilateral 10 Right None 3 

4 65 M STN Bilateral 6 Right None 3 

5 67 M STN Bilateral 6 Right None 3 

6 55 M STN Bilateral 7 Right None 3 

7 66 F GPi Bilateral 10 Right None 
Data 

collected 

8 61 M GPi Bilateral 15 Right None 
Data 

collected 

9 62 M GPi Bilateral 14 Right None 
Data 

collected 

10 79 M STN Left 4 Left Ipsilateral 4,5 
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11 58 M STN Bilateral 4 Right Ipsilateral 4,5 

12 62 M STN Bilateral 4 Right Ipsilateral 4,5 

13 72 M STN Bilateral 9 Right Ipsilateral 4,5 

14 64 M STN Right 4 Right Ipsilateral 4,5 

15 63 F STN Bilateral 9 Right Ipsilateral 4,5 

16 69 M GPi Bilateral 4 Right Ipsilateral 
Data 

collected 

17 68 M STN Bilateral 3 Right Contralateral 5 

18 66 M STN Bilateral 9 Right Contralateral 5 

Table 2-1. Subject demographics. 

 

2.2 Equipment and intraoperative recording setup 

DBS electrodes were placed bilaterally or unilaterally following standard surgical procedure 

using frame-based stereotaxy (Figure 2-1; Leksell G frame, Elekta Instrument AB, Stockholm, 

Sweden) in anesthetized patients58,59. The STN was targeted anatomically using preoperative T2-

weighted MRI sequences (2-mm slices; 3-T MRI, General Electric). During the recording period 

only propofol was used for anesthesia, except the first subject, when a trial was done for 

recording with propofol versus dexmedetomidine. On the non-dominant hemisphere (right for 

16/18 subjects, left for 2/18 subjects), a 4 contact by 4 contact µECoG array (Figure 2-2; 

electrodes have 2 mm spacing and 75 um diameters; impedance range: 90-370 MΩ92; PMT 

Neurosurgical, Chanhassen, MN) was placed epicortically on motor association cortex. A 

subcortical microelectrode (impedance ~1 MΩ at 1 kHz; FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was inserted 

through a cannula in the same burr hole used for DBS electrode placement, 2 mm anterior to the 

DBS electrode (Figure 2-3). Simultaneous recordings from the epicortical µECoG grid and the 

subcortical microelectrode were sampled at 24.4 kHz with a data acquisition system (Tucker-
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Figure 2-1. Intraoperative recording electrode setup. (A) Illustration of recording set up 

with a coronal view of the head. Inset i shows the epicortical µECoG grid. Inset ii shows the 

microelectrode which is placed in the STN or GPi 2 mm anterior to the DBS electrode. (B,C) 

Intraoperative CT image and (D,E) co-registered preoperative MRI and intraoperative CT 

images showing the DBS electrode (arrow) and the micro-ECoG grid (triangle). View is 

displayed in the bottom left corner. Anatomical directions are given by A (anterior), P 

(posterior), S (superior), I (inferior), R (right) and L (left). Courtesy of BNI. 
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Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL; PZ5 Neurodigitizer Amplifier, RZ2 Bioamp Processor). One 

subject (Subject 14) was recorded with a sampling rate of 12 kHz. Recording was continuous. 

The STN and GPi were identified based on stereotaxic coordinates and characteristic firing 

patterns. In Subjects 1 to 9, as the microelectrode was lowered along the surgical trajectory, we 

stopped at multiple sites with neuronal activity for periods of approximately 0.5-5 minutes. This 

data contributed to Chapter 3. In Subjects 10 to 18, we stopped at a single site in either the STN 

or GPi and applied DBS, described below in Chapter 2.3. This data contributed to Chapters 4 and 

5. After research recordings were completed, the microelectrode and µECoG grid were removed, 

and surgery was completed using standard procedure. As noted above, data from the GPi is not 

the focus of this dissertation, and was collected as part of this project, but not analyzed. 

 

Figure 2-2. Micro-electrocorticography (µECoG) grid. The µECoG grid consisted of 16 

microelectrodes with diameters of 75 um and an inter-electrode spacing of 2 mm, with a 

reference electrode at one end. The impedance range of each electrode was 90-370 MΩ92. 

µECoG grids were obtained from PMT Neurosurgical, Chanhassen, MN. The quarter is 

shown for size comparison. 

A B 
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2.3 Intraoperative stimulation 

DBS was performed intraoperatively using an external pulse generator used to test DBS leads. A 

bipolar configuration of 2 contacts on the DBS lead was used for intraoperative stimulation 

(Figure 2-4), with the cathode and anode contacts selected based on the surgeon’s assessment of 

target location. The leads were later connected to an implantable pulse generator (IPG) from the 

Medtronic Activa series, Medtronic Percept PC, or Boston Scientific Vercise series (Figure 1-9). 

The IPG is implanted in a subsequent surgery. For this study, in any subject who was implanted 

with a directional lead (Boston Scientific), we put the segmented leads in “ring mode,” 

mimicking the stimulation delivered from a traditional lead. 7/9 subjects received DBS from the 

electrode ipsilateral to the recording microelectrode and µECoG, and 2/9 subjects received DBS 

from the electrode contralateral to the recording microelectrode and µECoG. The recording 

microelectrode and µECoG were always placed on the same side. In the ipsilateral stimulation 

configuration, the recording microelectrode is placed 2 mm away from the stimulating DBS 

electrode. In the contralateral stimulation configuration, the microelectrode is placed 24 mm 

away from the stimulating DBS electrode93. Stimulation was always applied unilaterally. 

Stimulation parameters are given in Table 2-2. The different DBS systems used have different 

 

Figure 2-3. Electrodes. (A) Sharp microelectrode used as the depth recording electrode for 

APs and LFPs in subcortical targets. (B) DBS lead used for stimulation in the surgical target.  
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constraints on stimulation parameters used intraoperatively, but in general the goal was to hold 

amplitude and pulse width constant and vary frequency. DBS can be delivered either through a 

voltage-controlled or a current-controlled method, where either the voltage or current is held 

constant to deliver the same charge. Once a neuron was identified, a baseline recording was 

established for approximately 3 minutes, followed by the stimulation paradigm used during 

recording was organized according to Figure 2-5, with each stimulation frequency applied during 

10 trials of on for 10 seconds, off for 10 seconds, and approximately 3 minutes of recovery 

between different epochs of the different stimulation frequencies. Throughout this document, a 

stimulation frequency referred to 140 Hz included stimulation delivered at 140 Hz (Medtronic) 

and 139 Hz (Boston Scientific); a stimulation frequency referred to as 20/30 Hz included 

stimulation delivered at 20 Hz (Medtronic), 30 Hz (Medtronic), and 30 Hz (Boston Scientific); a 

stimulation frequency referred to as 70 Hz included stimulation delivered at 70 Hz (Medtronic) 

and 71 Hz (Boston Scientific); a stimulation frequency referred to as 250 Hz included 

stimulation delivered at 250 Hz (Medtronic) and 255 Hz (Boston Scientific). 

 

Amplitude (voltage-controlled method) 

⎯ Subjects 10, 17, 18 

 

3.0 V 

Amplitude (current-controlled method) 

⎯ Subjects 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 

 

1.5 mA 

Pulse width 90 µs 

Frequencies (in order of recording) 

⎯ Subjects 10, 17, 18 

⎯ Subjects 14, 15 

⎯ Subjects 11, 12, 13, 16 

 

140, 20, 250, 70 Hz 

139, 2, 30, 255, 71 Hz 

140, 30, 250, 70 Hz 

Table 2-2. Stimulation parameters. 
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2.4 Data processing and analysis 

All analysis was completed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).  

 

Filtering data  

For neuron AP isolation, data was band pass filtered with a 2nd order elliptical filter from 300-

 

Figure 2-4. Schematic of DBS contact configurations and the electrical field. (a) Unipolar 

configuration with a single contact as the cathode and the IPG serving as the far away anode. 

(b,c) Bipolar configuration on distant or close contacts, where one contact serves as the 

cathode and a second contact is the anode. A close bipolar configuration is used for 

intraoperative DBS. In general, a unipolar configuration has a larger field but is less intense. 

Adapted from25. 
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3000 Hz (built into SPC algorithm, see below). For analysis of the DBS waveform, data was 

high pass filtered with a 3rd order elliptical filter with a cutoff frequency of 250 Hz and 60 dB of 

stop-band attenuation. For LFP analysis, data was low pass filtered with a 3rd order elliptical 

filter with a cutoff frequency of 250 Hz and a comb filter for 60 Hz and its harmonics. The 

 

Figure 2-5. Intraoperative stimulation paradigm. Stimulation is delivered according to the 

parameters given in Table 2-2. The DBS is turned ON for 10 s followed by OFF for 10 s, 

which is repeated 10 times for each frequency with baseline recording of approximately 3 min 

in between each frequency. Example high pass filtered data is shown from the STN, but 

recording is taken simultaneously from the deep microelectrode and epicortical µECoG. Red 

and purple boxes show magnified sections of the trace. In the purple box, APs can be 

observed alongside larger signatures from the DBS. 
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broadband LFP (0-250 Hz) was examined to decrease bias for a specific frequency band.  

Superparamagnetic clustering (SPC) for spike sorting and firing rate 

Spike-sorting was performed using wavelets and a superparamagnetic clustering (SPC) 

algorithm94,95 (Figure 2-6). Code for this algorithm is publicly available on GitHub at 

 

Figure 2-6. Superparamagnetic clustering. Screen shot of the wave_clus GUI for SPC. 

(Top) High pass filtered data trace in blue showing spike detection threshold lines in red. 

(Middle, first panel) Average waveforms from clusters. (Middle, second through fourth 

panels) Waveforms for each neuron sorted into respective clusters. Average waveform is 

plotted in black. (Middle, fifth panel) Cluster 0 is a catch-all for spikes or artifacts that cross 

the threshold but do not fit in a cluster. (Bottom, first panel) Cluster size versus temperature. 

Traces show size of clusters at different temperatures with the colored points marking the 

displayed clusters. (Bottom, second through fifth panels) ISI plots for each cluster. 
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https://github.com/csn-le/wave_clus. Briefly, SPC is a fully automatic spike-sorting algorithm 

that takes threshold-crossing spikes and utilizes wavelet features with a parameter called the 

temperature to find natural clusters of APs. The clustering method is nonparametric, so clusters 

may or may not follow a Gaussian distribution. This SPC analysis allows for decreased manual 

oversight of spike sorting (presumably less bias), and statistical differentiation between clusters 

of APs. These clusters represent individual neurons on the assumption that an electrode will 

record different AP shapes for different neurons based on the neuron’s intrinsic 

electrophysiology and its location relative to the recording electrode.  

 

Single-unit neurons were confirmed from SPC output clusters based on criteria of firing for at 

least 30 seconds, a total of at least 200 APs recorded, the shape of the histogram of inter-AP 

timing [the inter-spike interval (ISI)], and visual inspection. Firing rate was calculated in 2 

second bins. 

 

Period-based Artifact Reconstruction and Removal Method (PARRM) 

The PARRM method96 used in this study for removal of the stimulation electrical signature is 

adapted from the publicly available code in GitHub: https://github.com/neuromotion/PARRM. 

Briefly, PARRM utilizes the exact period of the stimulation to construct and subtract a high-

fidelity template of the artifact. It works with the assumption that the stimulation signature (or 

artifact) is linearly combined with electrophysiological activity, and so subtracts the artifact to 

recover the underlying recording. In this dissertation, PARRM was used in data from Subjects 

10-18 to subtract DBS signatures from the data and recover the neurophysiological data 

subsequently run through SPC for AP identification and low pass filtered for LFP. Data was first 
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parsed into segments of each frequency trial as the PARRM has parameters specific for each 

stimulation frequency. Then data was reconstructed after DBS waveform removal for subsequent 

analysis. 

 

Figure 2-7. AP aligned average LFP. (Top) APs are located and aligned to time 0. A snippet 

of the LFP trace around each AP is extracted. LFPs are then averaged. Control is obtained by 

jittering AP spike times and extracting an LFP snippet from those time points. (Bottom) 

Example filtered data showing APs (high frequency spikes) on top of LFP (low frequency 

waveform). 
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Action potential aligned average local field potential 

For each isolated subcortical neuron, the LFP data from the cortical µECoG and the subcortical 

microelectrode were extracted from -1 s to +1 s about individual AP times (Figure 2-7). These 

data snippets were averaged to generate AP aligned LFP average waveforms. This method is 

often called the spike-triggered average (STA) but is called the AP aligned average LFP in this 

project to avoid implications regarding the driver, or trigger, of the neural signals. Control data 

were resampled from the filtered LFP waveform by jittering the spike times randomly from -1 to 

1 seconds with uniform probability. The same APs from the STN neurons were used to generate 

the AP-aligned average LFP in both the STN and the cortex (16 channels/electrode grid 

locations). Power spectrums were calculated by doing a fast-Fourier transform (FFT).  

 

Spike-field phase analysis 

The open-source Chronux library for Matlab (http://chronux.org/; Mitra and Bokil, 2008) was 

used for spike-field phase analysis. Because power was prominent in low LFP frequencies, we 

selected 4 Hz as the LFP frequency of interest and found the phase of the AP for the fitted 4 Hz 

sin wave.  

 

DBS waveform analysis 

Data snippets from -1 to +1 ms around all DBS waveforms that crossed the amplitude threshold, 

were collected for each subject and each DBS frequency epoch. The maximum voltage 

amplitude of individual DBS waveforms was measured for each subject for every DBS 

frequency epoch.  
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2.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). The alpha 

level was set to 0.05 except for the AP aligned average LFP, where the alpha level was set to 

0.01.  

 

Spike-sorting 

The SPC algorithm uses a centroid, total variance, and Euclidian distance to the centroid in 

wavelet feature space to determine cluster identity for each putative AP waveform94.  

 

AP aligned average LFP 

For AP aligned average LFPs, statistical significance was determined by calculating 99.7% 

confidence intervals for both the AP and jittered-AP aligned LFPs. If confidence intervals 

overlapped, the null hypothesis of the LFPs being from the same population was not rejected. 

Any AP-aligned LFPs that had 0.3% or less of a separation between confidence intervals was not 

considered significant due to the false positive rate of the test. 

 

DBS amplitude versus distance 

A linear regression analysis was done for the electromotive force (EMF) of DBS waveform 

versus distance. Please note that a linear regression is not the most appropriate way to test the 

relationship between EMF and distance (i.e. radius), but a more appropriate regression analysis is 

not possible with only 2 distances available in this data set.  
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Outliers 

Outliers in box plots are values that are greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from 

either the upper quartile (0.75) or the lower quartile (0.25). 
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CHAPTER 3: MICROCIRCUIT ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONAL 

RELATIONSHIPS IN THE CORTICO-BASAL GANGLIA NETWORK  

 

3.1 Abstract  

Objective 

We investigated the electrophysiological relationships in the cortico-basal ganglia network on a 

sub-centimeter scale to increase our understanding of neural functional relationships in 

Parkinson’s disease (PD). 

 

Methods 

Data was intraoperatively recorded from 2 sources in the human brain—a microelectrode in the 

subthalamic nucleus (STN) and a micro-electrocorticography (µECoG) grid on the motor 

association cortex—during bilateral DBS electrode placement. STN neurons and local field 

potential (LFP) were defined as functionally connected when the 99.7% confidence intervals of 

the action potential (AP)-aligned average LFP and control did not overlap. For a detailed 

description of the methods, please refer to Chapter 2. 

 

Results 

APs from STN neurons were functionally connected to the STN LFP for 18/46 STN neurons. 

This functional connection was observed between STN neuron APs and cortical LFP for 25/46 

STN neurons. The cortical patterns of electrophysiological functional connectivity differed for 

each neuron. 
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Conclusions 

A subset of single neurons in the STN exhibited functional connectivity with 

electrophysiological activity in the STN and at a distance with the motor association cortex 

surveyed on a sub-centimeter spatial scale. These connections show a per neuron differential 

topography on the cortex. 

 

Significance 

The cortico-basal ganglia circuit is organized on a sub-centimeter scale, and plays an important 

role in the mechanisms of PD and DBS. 

  

3.2 Introduction 

The anatomical and physiological relationships in the cortico-basal ganglia circuit are critical 

components of motor information processing and play an integral role in the mechanism of DBS 

for PD24,97. The anatomy of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit portrays intricate relationships 

between several structures interacting with each other to control movement39,97,98. Some of these 

structures, such as the STN and GPi have become important targets for DBS treatment of 

movement disorders22,24,28,29,99. However, the functional relationship between these structures 

and the cortex is not completely understood, especially with regard to DBS treatment of PD. In 

particular, the cortex is often examined on a spatial scale much larger than the scale of cortical 

neural circuits. In this study, we examine the electrophysiological relationships in the cortico-

basal ganglia network on a sub centimeter scale on the cortex in the context of subjects with PD 

undergoing surgery for DBS electrode placement. 
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Though the mechanism of DBS is not entirely understood, the breadth of empirical evidence of 

the therapy’s success using the STN or GPi28,29,99 as targets and the evidence of cortical 

involvement47,86,100,101 speak to the importance of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit. Furthermore, 

activity in the premotor cortex is correlated with clinical outcomes, either with evoked potentials 

as intraoperative markers predicting efficacy86 or gamma activity as a feedback signal for 

adaptive DBS47. One prominent theory regarding DBS is that it disrupts the hypersynchonous 

beta (12-35 Hz) field activity in the cortico-basal ganglia circuit75–77, or locking between beta 

and higher frequencies78–80. There is enthusiasm for using beta activity in the STN as a feedback 

signal for adaptive DBS46. However, recent work has shown that beta activity alone cannot 

explain all of the symptoms of PD102–105, with one group showing a link between theta (4-8 Hz) 

rhythms and tremor106. We point to two areas that warrant further study of STN rhythms: 

examining the cortico-basal ganglia circuit on a fine spatial scale because of the non-uniformity 

of beta in the STN105, and studying a rhythms in the basal ganglia with a broadband perspective 

because of PD symptoms that cannot be sufficiently explained by beta (e.g. tremor) or are not 

treated DBS (e.g. gait problems, cognitive decline). 

 

Cortical circuits on a micro- to mesoscale have been shown as essential components of neural 

networks in motor functioning, visual processing, and other sensory systems, and in the 

pathophysiology of neurodegenerative diseases8–11,13. These micro- and meso-circuits are also 

major players in dysregulated neural systems in movement disorders107–109. Examining cortical 

activity on a sub centimeter scale holds value in the effort to understand how cortical activity 

affects motor information processing, and how we can modulate it with DBS or other 

neuromodulatory therapies.  
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In the present study, we examine cortical circuits using micro-electrocorticography (µECoG) 

grids110. Traditional ECoG electrodes integrate electrophysiological signals in a spatial region of 

1-2 cm2,7. A number of studies have demonstrated the spatial reach of LFPs is on a much smaller 

scale, somewhere between a few hundred microns to a few millimeters, inversely correlated with 

LFP frequency111–119. Macro-scale clinical electrodes may mask spatially fine sub-millimeter 

scale LFP signals as broader synchronization would be required to effect change in the summed 

potential of larger neuronal populations integrated by the larger electrodes7,118. The AP-aligned 

average LFP, or spike-triggered average LFP, has been used to characterize the functional 

relationship between individual neurons and LFP120–122. 

 

The aim of this study was to characterize the neural activity in subcortical and cortical regions 

involved in the mechanism of DBS on the micro- to mesoscale without applying any stimulation. 

Our hypothesis was that neuron firing in the STN used as a target for DBS therapy would be 

significantly connected to activity in the motor association cortex in a pattern that displayed 

differences on a sub centimeter scale. This work displays the variety and specificity of 

subcortical-cortical relationships and our need to understand cortical microcircuits involved in 

PD and DBS. Furthering our knowledge of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit in PD will lead to 

advances in understanding the pathophysiology of PD and in novel treatment strategies. There 

has been much attention paid to the time and frequency aspects of neural rhythms in PD (e.g. 

beta, gamma), particularly in connection with DBS. In addition to these temporal aspects of LFP, 

we point out the importance of the spatial frequency of neural rhythms. This study examined a 

spatial topography on a sub-centimeter scale in order to inspect the cortico-basal ganglia circuit 

with a high degree of spatial frequency resolution. We anticipate that work in this realm will lead 
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to the generation of potential biomarkers of PD symptoms that may be used for responsive 

stimulation or better targeting of neuromodulation therapies. 

 

3.3 Results 

We recorded neural data from 6 subjects in 44 locations in the STN [average number of STN 

locations per subject: 7.3 (+/- 1.1); time spent in one STN location: average 2.1 minutes, range 

 

Figure 3-1. Spike sorting and STN neuron properties. (A) Workflow for offline AP 

isolation and spike sorting. A recording with 3 example STN neurons (blue, red, yellow traces 

and triangle markers) is shown. (B) Firing rate of 3 example STN neurons (blue, red, yellow) 

that were recorded simultaneously (the same neurons as the example clusters in A). (C) 

Boxplots of firing rate for all 46 STN neurons in this study. (D) Inter-spike interval (ISI) for 

all 46 STN neurons in this study. 
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0.5—7.1 minutes). 65 putative AP clusters were identified, and a final set of 46 neurons was 

included in the analysis [average number of neurons identified per subject: 7.5 (+/- 1.5); Figure 

3-1A,B, see also Table 2-1]. The average firing rate was 21.9 +/- 2.2 Hz (Figure 3-1C). 

Figure 3-2. STN neuron AP 

aligned average LFP in STN. 

 

Figure 3-2. STN neuron AP aligned average LFP in STN. (A,B) Representative examples 

of STN neurons with (A) and without (B) a significant relationship (non-overlapping 99.7% 

confidence intervals) between the neuron spike and the AP-aligned average LFP in the STN. 

Control data is aligned on the jittered APs (randomly from -1 to +1s). (C) Power spectrums of 

AP-aligned average LFP for all 46 neurons recorded. (D) Phase of spike relative to the STN 

LFP measured at 4 Hz for all 46 neurons recorded. 
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Figure 3-3. STN neuron AP-aligned average LFP in cortex. (A,B) Two representative 

examples of average LFP recordings from the epicortical 4 x 4 channel micro-ECoG grid 

aligned on APs from two individual STN neurons that were recorded simultaneously, and are 

presumably neighboring neurons. Control data is aligned on the jittered APs (randomly from -

1 to +1s). Locations (channels) that have a significant electrophysiological functional 

relationship (non-overlapping 99.7% confidence intervals) are marked with an asterisk. (C) 

Power of the STN neuron AP-aligned average cortical LFP for each of the 16 channels for the 

two STN neurons shown in A and B. (D) Phase of the spike at 4 Hz for each of the 16 

channels for the two STN neurons shown in A and B. Additional examples are included in 

Appendix C. 
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Histograms of inter-AP times (ISI) showed right skewed distributions with peaks in the 3-18 ms 

range for 41/46 cells. 5 cells had ISI histograms with peaks at later times due to slower firing 

rates (Figure 3-1D). 

 

The AP-aligned average LFP (i.e. spike-triggered average) between action potentials from a 

single STN neuron and the LFP in the STN was significant (nonoverlapping 99.7% confidence 

intervals) for 18/46 (39.1%) neurons (Figure 3-2A; example of a non-significant STN neuron in 

Figure 3-2B). LFP power was highest in frequencies below 12 Hz (Figure 3-2C), with the delta 

band (0.5-4 Hz) dominating, and some power seen in the alpha band (8-12 Hz). When the LFP at 

a frequency of 4 Hz was examined for the phase at which the spike occurred, the phase varied 

widely for STN neurons with both significant or non-significant AP-aligned average LFP (Figure 

3-2D). In summary, STN neuron APs and their relationship to the STN LFP did not show a 

consistent phase relationship to the LFP across neurons. Some STN neurons exhibited a 

significant relationship with the local field, though not at any particular LFP phase, and other 

neurons did not show any significant functional connectivity. 

 

Next, the cortical LFP was examined for its relationship to the STN neurons. 25/46 (54.3%) STN 

neurons exhibited a significant functional relationship with at least one location on the cortex, 

with several having significant relationships at more than one location (Figure 3-3A,B). LFP 

power in the cortex was similar to LFP power in the STN, with power highest in frequencies 

below 12 Hz (Figure 3-3C, also see Appendix C for supplemental figures). Again similar to our 

observations in the STN LFP, the phase of the 4 Hz LFP in the cortex when the spike occurs 

varied widely, with no distinct pattern for cortical locations with or without a significant spike-
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field relationship (Figure 3-3D).  

 

Number of STN neurons isolated 46 

Recording locations with 1 isolated neuron 25 

Recording locations with 2 isolated neurons 6 

Recording locations with 3 isolated neurons 3 

Average firing rate (+/- standard error) 21.9 (+/- 2.2) Hz 

Average number of action potentials identified for one neuron (+/- 

standard error) 

2381.2 (+/- 306.5) 

Number of neurons with significant relationship to LFP in STN 

(nonoverlapping 99.7% confidence intervals) 

18 (39.1%) 

Number of neurons with significant relationship to LFP in ≥1 cortical 

channels (nonoverlapping 99.7% confidence intervals) 

25 (54.3%) 

Number of neurons with significant relationship to LFP in both STN 

and ≥1 cortical channels (nonoverlapping 99.7% confidence intervals) 

10 (21.7%) 

Table 3-1. STN neuron characteristics. 

 

Importantly, STN neurons recorded simultaneously (presumably located within a few hundred 

micrometers) did not display the same spatial pattern of functional connectivity with the cortex 

(Figure 3-4; examples in Figure 3-3A,B and supplemental figures in Appendix C). Neurons that 

were recorded at the same time and location did not have identical relationships either in the 

STN or at the various cortical locations (Figure 3-4, see superscript letters for neurons recorded 

simultaneously). In summary, 18/46 (39.1%) STN neurons showed significant functional 
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connectivity with the STN LFP, and 25/46 (54.3%) STN neurons showed significant functional 

connectivity with the cortex. The area of motor association cortex observed has a non-uniform 

spatial topography of significant connectivity with STN neurons that sometimes differed 

between adjacent locations 2 mm apart (Figure 3-4). 10/46 (21.7%) STN neurons had significant 

AP-aligned average LFPs in both the STN LFP and at least one location on the cortex (Table 3-

1). 

 

3.4 Discussion 

The objective of this study was to examine the electrophysiological relationships within the 

cortico-basal ganglia circuit on a sub-centimeter scale. We found a complex spatial topography 

of electrophysiological functional connections between single STN neurons, the LFP in the STN, 

and the LFP in the motor association cortex that exists on a sub-centimeter scale (i.e. a high 

spatial frequency). We placed a priority on identifying single STN neurons and examining the 

cortex with a µECoG grid in order to characterize this circuit on a spatial scale relevant to the 

spatial scale of cortical columns in the human brain. The neurons that displayed a functional 

connection to the cortex have sub-centimeter spatial differences on the cortex and between 

individual neurons. This single neuron and sub-centimeter spatial specificity was essential to 

examine small micro- to meso-circuits within the greater cortico-basal ganglia circuit. STN 

neurons from the same recording (presumably within a few hundred microns from each other) 

did not display the same functional connectivity topography on the cortical region recorded. The 

relatively small area of cortex recorded in this study shows differing relationships to the STN, 

sometimes only 2 mm apart. It is plausible that if we were to look at a larger area of the cortex 

with the same spatial resolution, we would find that STN neurons continue to exhibit unique 
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functional connectivity topographies, and that 

some neurons where we found no cortical 

functional connections would indeed be 

electrophysiologically linked to areas of the 

cortex outside of our recording region. These 

topographical patterns are interesting because 

they show that neurons in the cortico-basal 

ganglia network are not uniformly connected. 

Our results showed that within the context of 

larger anatomical connections of the cortico-

Figure 3-4. Summary of STN 

neuron to STN LFP and cortical 

LFP functional connectivity. 

◄Figure 3-4. Summary of STN neuron 

to STN LFP and cortical LFP 

functional connectivity. Connections for 

all recorded neurons to both the STN and 

every cortical channel are shown, with 

boxes filled in when the AP-aligned LFP 

for that relationship is statistically 

significant (non-overlapping 99.7% 

confidence intervals). Neurons recorded 

at the same location and time (assumed 

near-neighbors) are marked with the 

same superscript letters a-i. 
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basal ganglia network, there are embedded smaller meso- or micro-scale circuits involving 

subsets of neurons and dendritic arbors.  

 

This study exemplified the utility of µECoG devices and recordings for research purposes. Our 

results showed differing relationships on the cortex with neurons in the STN using a µECoG grid 

with 2 mm electrode spacing. We advocate for the use of µECoG electrodes and other devices 

designed to look at the cortex on a sub-centimeter scale, especially as these devices are 

developed for action potential recordings without penetrating electrodes123. We should recognize 

the utility of examining the cortex on a scale relevant to the circuit organization with µECoGs in 

applicable research studies. 

 

We found many of our effects in low frequency bands of LFP, like delta, theta, and alpha. We 

did not see a consistent phase relationship between APs and LFP in either the STN or the cortex 

for neurons with significant functional connectivity. This result suggests that neurons in the STN 

are not globally entrained to the same LFP frequency, regardless of if that LFP is generated 

locally or from an input to the STN. We are interested in how various LFP frequencies may give 

rise to symptoms of PD, especially those symptoms that are not targeted well by DBS. The link 

between beta rhythms in the STN LFP and bradykinesia seems clear46,77, but growing evidence 

points to a need to examine other LFP rhythms as well, either because beta hypersynchrony 

alone is insufficient, or because of a link between other neural rhythms and PD symptoms75,102–

105. Theta LFP rhythms may contribute to tremor106, and gamma LFP rhythms, particularly in the 

cortex47,100, may mediate motor symptoms such as tremor or dyskinesia. Motor symptoms that 

evade DBS therapy may be modulated through frequencies other than beta. To improve DBS for 
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PD, we need to find how beta hypersynchrony interacts with other electrophysiological 

functions. We cannot treat beta rhythms as spatially ubiquitous in the STN105, and we must look 

at how other frequencies influence the motor symptoms of PD. We encourage investigation into 

lower frequencies because of our data here, as well as higher frequencies that we were unable to 

observe in this study. 

 

Several of the weaknesses of this study revolve around the constraints of human subjects 

research, which calls for a high priority on the safety of the subjects, closely followed by a 

priority on care for optimizing the clinical outcomes for the subjects. Thus, limitations include a 

small sample size of human subjects, limited recording time in the intraoperative setting (unable 

to let neuron firing stabilize for longer than a few seconds), the use of anesthesia during 

recordings, and limited access to the cortex. Subjects were recruited consecutively, but we have a 

bias towards males in our sample, which can only be partially explained by a predominance of 

PD in men versus women16. The use of propofol anesthesia is a concerning confound because of 

the effect of propofol to decrease APs and high-frequency LFPs124,125, which may explain in part 

why we saw effects predominantly at low frequencies. We acknowledge this concern but point 

out that our findings show microcircuit interactions even with the influence of anesthesia. 

Additionally, this study is conducted entirely in the context of Parkinson’s disease, and so any 

extrapolation to learning the function of the healthy brain is constrained. Because of surgical 

constraints, we had limited spatial access to the cortex, which lent to variation between the exact 

placement of the µECoG between subjects. Factors such as variable contact between electrodes 

and the cortical surface, interfering vasculature or sulci, and other anatomical variation were 

challenging to control in an intraoperative setting.  
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Follow up research to this study includes two main branches: understanding the mechanism of 

DBS and understanding cortical-subcortical functional relationships. We are presently examining 

the same functional relationships studied here with the addition of intraoperative DBS. 

Additionally, we would like to repeat these studies in awake subjects, both intraoperatively and 

post operatively, which would provide greater insight to higher frequencies of LFPs involved in 

this cortico-basal ganglia microcircuit. We speculate that the functional connectivity seen in this 

study would be even more robust in awake subjects and may even show some correlation with 

PD symptoms. DBS technology has advanced to allow for recording field potentials in settings 

outside the operating room or the clinic. As we further investigate neural networks involved with 

DBS, we will be able to generate potential biomarkers for adaptive DBS, learn how to target 

directional DBS, and improve the therapy in movement disorders for both motor symptoms and 

other symptoms that have been more difficult to treat. For other applications of DBS, we hope 

that continuing to pursue knowledge about how DBS affects neurons and neural tissue on a 

fundamental level will inform targeting and programing for other brain disorders48,55. 

Additionally, future directions of this research include further characterization of motor 

information processing in the cortico-basal ganglia network in both the impaired and healthy 

brains. As we understand more about both the temporal and spatial dynamics of LFP frequencies 

in the cortico-basal ganglia network, we will be more equipped to target therapies for PD in a 

more specific manner. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

The STN and the motor association cortex had an intricate and complex functional connectivity 
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with a high degree of spatial specificity. Individual neurons in the STN showed 

electrophysiological functional connectivity with the LFP, both the locally (STN) and at a 

distance (motor association cortex). The topographies of these functional connections varied 

across neurons and on a sub-centimeter scale on the cortex. Examining the cortico-basal ganglia 

circuit is important in the effort to understand both normal and abnormal motor information 

processing and to improve neuromodulation therapies.  
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CHAPTER 4: DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION ON THE MICROCIRCUITS IN THE 

CORTICO-BASAL GANGLIA NETWORK 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Objective 

The purpose this chapter was to investigate neurophysiological changes induced by DBS, both 

within the local BG and in the cortex. The same functional connectivity that was studied in 

Chapter 3 is examined here, with DBS applied. 

 

Methods 

Data was intraoperatively recorded from 2 sources in the human brain—a microelectrode in the 

subthalamic nucleus (STN) and a micro-electrocorticography (µECoG) grid on the motor 

association cortex—during bilateral DBS electrode placement. Stimulation was delivered 

ipsilaterally to the recording microelectrode in a bipolar configuration using 2 contacts on the 

DBS lead across subtherapeutic, therapeutic, and supratherapeutic frequencies. The STN neuron 

AP aligned average LFP in the STN and in the cortex neurons were compared at different DBS 

stimulation frequencies. For a detailed description of the methods, please refer to Chapter 2. 

 

Results 

Neurons continued to fire APs throughout the recording session, and do not show any changes in 

firing rate with DBS at any frequency. The AP aligned average LFP in the STN showed an 

increase in LFP power in the alpha band when DBS at 140 Hz was applied. A similar increase in 

alpha power was seen with DBS at 140 Hz in the STN AP aligned average LFP in the motor 
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association cortex, but there were not spatial differences across the area recorded by the µECoG..  

 

Conclusions 

DBS has an effect on network dynamics through altering the electrophysiological functional 

connectivity between individual STN neurons and the LFP in both the STN and the cortex. DBS 

does not have a strong effect on firing rate of the neuron.  

 

Significance 

This study lends insight into the mechanism of DBS, particularly in its role in modulating 

network activity. DBS changes the interaction between individual neurons and the regional and 

network LFP in which the neurons reside. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

PD can be considered a disorder of hypersynchronization of brain rhythms126,127. One theory 

regarding the mechanism of DBS is that it disrupts pathological network activity, allowing for 

the restoration of more functional rhythms (see Chapter 1.5). There is a lot of interest in 

examining the electrophysiology of DBS56,101,105,128,129. Some have shown that disrupting beta 

rhythms in the STN improves movement in PD, and that beta rhythms may be used as a 

biomarker for adaptive DBS46. Non-human primate studies have shown that an increase in beta 

rhythms in the motor cortex occurs prior to movement and decreases during the movement130. 

Coordination of activity between the BG and the cortex underlies motor planning and execution, 

but we lack a complete understanding of the cortical rhythms occurring and how this coupling 

changes with DBS. Using APs and LFPs can be used to infer neural circuit behaviors131.  
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To understand cortical information processing, we need to look on a spatial scale that is relevant 

to the units performing the computations. The LFP is a representation of electrical activity 

coming into a neuron and has a spatial extent of ~1 mm111,116. Macro-ECoGs have been 

traditionally used to record cortical activity have a spatial extent of about 1-2 cm7, which is not a 

small enough scale for cortical computation. Using a multichannel penetrating electrode array 

capable of recording APs in the cortex in humans has ethical concerns about potential health 

risks, though we look to a future where epicortical arrays are capable of recording APs132. A 

rodent study found that motor and premotor cortex recordings show elaborate representations of 

motor plans both before and after movement133. If we want to understand this motor execution in 

the human, we must look at mm scale resolution, which is feasible with µECoG electrodes. 

Observing these maps without DBS, and then modulating their activity with DBS is critical to 

understanding how DBS affects cortical motor processing. Understanding the 

electrophysiological mechanism of DBS is critical to developing this therapy for non-movement 

disorders, where surgical targets and downstream circuitry is less understood than in movement 

disorders. 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an initial look into the analysis of DBS on the 

microcircuitry organization in the cortico-BG network explored in Chapter 3. Our hypothesis 

was that DBS would not have an effect on individual neuron firing rate but would have a 

significant effect on the coupling of the individual neuron to the network activity (tested by 

measuring the AP aligned average LFP in the STN and cortex). 
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Figure 4-1. DBS on STN neuron firing rate. (A) Average firing rate in red across STN 

neurons (n = 3) through the duration of the experiment. Shaded area is the standard error. 

Blue lines mark the stimulation epochs. See Figure 2-5 for details on the stimulation paradigm 

used in this experiment. (B) Firing probability for STN neurons (n = 3) averaged over 10 

trials of DBS ON at 140 Hz.  
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4.3 Results 

The results in this chapter are given for 3 neurons recorded in the STN during experiments with 

delivery of DBS at 20, 70, 140, and 250 Hz. The mean firing rate for all neurons did not 

significantly change with time over the course of the recording experiment (Figure 4-1A). The 

DBS delivered in each epoch also did not significantly change the firing rate of STN neurons. 

During the 140 Hz DBS ON condition, firing probability is lower during the first two seconds of 

the 10 second trial (Figure 4-1B). 

 

The AP aligned average LFP in the STN during DBS ON at the therapeutically relevant 

frequency of 140 Hz has a higher amplitude than other conditions (Figure 4-2). The power 

spectrums of these LFPs (Figure 4-3) show a peak in the alpha band (8-12 Hz) for 140 Hz 

stimulation. In general there is a lot of power in lower frequencies, and there is some structure in 

other stimulation setting conditions. The peak in the alpha band is the most prominent in the 140 

Hz DBS ON condition. 

 

The AP aligned average LFP was examined in the cortex for the APs from STN neurons and the 

LFP on the motor association cortex recorded from the 16 channel µECoG grid. There were not 

any notable changes in the amplitude of the STN AP aligned average cortical LFP between any 

of the DBS conditions or across the spatial region of the µECoG grid (Figure 4-4; see Appendix 

C for supplemental figures). There were increases in alpha power during 140 Hz DBS ON in the 

cortex, which was not seen in other stimulation conditions (Figure 4-5; see Appendix C for 

supplemental figures). 
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4.4 Discussion 

The findings here display an example of how DBS changes network dynamics in the cortico-BG 

circuit. Firing rate did not significantly change over the course of the experiment or with any 

particular frequency of stimulation delivered. A slight suppression of firing was seen in the first 

2 seconds of 140 Hz DBS, which could represent firing rate exhaustion after initial entrainment, 

though a larger sample size should be examined to confirm this effect. Additionally, a higher 

 

Figure 4-2. STN neuron AP aligned average LFP in the STN. Representative example of 

the AP aligned average LFP for APs from an STN neuron and the LFP in the local STN 

across all stimulation conditions. Baseline is the time before each DBS epoch of stimulation. 

DBS OFF is the time between trials of DBS stimulation, and DBS ON is during stimulation 

delivery. The AP aligned average LFP in the STN during DBS ON at the therapeutically 

relevant frequency of 140 Hz has a higher amplitude than other conditions. 
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sample size of STN neurons is needed in all the analysis in this chapter to better see the 

variability among neural responses, and to determine if the effects of DBS seen in this study are 

seen in a subpopulation of neurons. If only a subset of neurons show significant changes with 

DBS, it could represent different effects on STN neurons based on identities as interneurons 

versus projection neurons, or by projection site134,135.  

 

 

Figure 4-3. Power spectrums of STN neuron AP aligned average LFP in the STN. 

Representative example of the power spectrums for AP aligned average LFP the same 

measure in Figure 4-2. Baseline is the time before each DBS epoch of stimulation. DBS OFF 

is the time between trials of DBS stimulation, and DBS ON is during stimulation delivery. 

The AP aligned average LFP in the STN during DBS ON at the therapeutically relevant 

frequency of 140 Hz has a peak in LFP power in the alpha band (8-12 Hz). 
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The relationship between the APs from an STN neuron and the STN LFP showed changes during 

140 Hz stimulation with increased power in the alpha band. This increase in alpha band coupling 

was also found on the functional connectivity between APs from an STN neuron and the cortex, 

though there were no spatial differences across the cortex.  

The effects seen in alpha band coupling between STN neuron spikes and the LFP in both the 

STN and the cortex provide insight into how DBS changes the spike-field relationship. The 

 

Figure 4-4. STN neuron AP aligned average LFP in the cortex with 140 Hz DBS. 

Representative example of the AP aligned average LFP for APs from an STN neuron and the 

LFP in the motor association cortex during baseline (left, yellow) and 140 Hz (right, blue). 

The AP aligned average LFP in the cortex during DBS ON at 140 Hz did not show 

differences across the spatial area recorded by the µECoG. There also was not any differences 

in amplitude of LFP between stimulation conditions (see Appendix C for supplemental 

figures showing other stimulation conditions). 
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previous chapter highlighted the micro- to meso-scale functional connectivity between the STN 

and the cortex, but when DBS is applied the effects do not have spatial specificity on the cortex. 

The changes are frequency-specific at a therapeutically relevant frequency of 140 Hz, and may 

have a nondiscriminating, network-wide effect on alpha band LFP coupling between STN 

neurons and the cortex. The underlying cellular or circuit mechanisms giving rise to the increase 

in alpha power are not evident in this analysis, but I will give some speculation. Two aspects of 

the 140 Hz stimulation frequency-specific increased coupling between STN neurons and the LFP 

in the STN and cortex warrant discussion: the potential neuronal and circuit characteristics that 

 

Figure 4-5. Power spectrum of STN neuron AP aligned average LFP in the cortex with 

140 Hz DBS. Power spectrums for the same representative example in Figure 4-4 of the AP 

aligned average LFP for APs from an STN neuron and the LFP in the motor association 

cortex during baseline (left, yellow) and DBS at 140 Hz (right, blue). The LFP frequencies 

during DBS ON at 140 Hz did not show differences across the spatial area recorded by the 

µECoG, but did have an alpha peak that is not present in other stimulation conditions (see 

Appendix C for supplemental figures showing other stimulation conditions). 

 

Baseline 140 Hz DBS ON
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could be involved with changing network dynamics, and the fact that the coupling occurs in the 

alpha band (8-12 Hz).  

 

Many different components of the cortico-BG network could be contributing to the mechanism 

of DBS, and there are likely multiple, nonexclusive mechanisms occurring simultaneously22 (see 

Chapter 1.5). Stimulation introduces charge into the parenchyma, which could influence the 

recorded LFP simply through changing the local electric field strength in the STN. Because we 

observed a change in coupling between the STN and the cortex, there is likely a physiologic 

mechanism occurring. Because we saw this effect on a short time scale of DBS delivery (up to 

10 seconds), we can eliminate mechanisms that would take longer, such as synaptic plasticity, 

even if a short course of stimulation does trigger these mechanisms to begin. One potential 

physiologic mechanism behind the effects seen in this chapter is that DBS changes conductance 

through channels in the neuronal membrane. The charge introduced by DBS could change the 

opening of voltage-gated channels, though I would not suspect major changes to voltage-gated 

sodium or potassium channels since we did not see changes in firing rate. Voltage-gated calcium 

channels in the presynaptic membrane involved with synaptic vesicle release could be a plausible 

target, particularly on axonal terminals located in the STN. Changing synaptic transmission 

could contribute to changes in STN LFP, as it represents postsynaptic potentials in the region. 

Additionally, DBS could change conductance through postsynaptic channels, either through 

changing the electromotive force on ions moving through postsynaptic channels or by changing 

the duration of time the postsynaptic channels are open. Either of these mechanisms could 

change the postsynaptic potentials, which could result in a change to LFP.  

The changes to LFP in this study are seen in the alpha frequency band (8-12 Hz), which is 
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interesting in light of the focus of many DBS researchers on the beta frequency band (13-30 Hz). 

From the work of others it is clear that DBS decreases beta LFP power in the STN 46,77, and I do 

not think our results dispute theories regarding beta LFP and DBS; my inclination is that if we 

had seen beta frequencies in our recordings we would have seen a similar inhibition of beta 

frequencies, but we were limited in observing higher LFP frequencies due to the constraint of 

anesthesia. However, I do see the need for examining other LFP rhythms, either because beta 

hypersynchrony alone is insufficient, or because of a link between other neural rhythms and PD 

symptoms75,102–105. Motor symptoms that evade DBS therapy may be modulated through 

frequencies other than beta. It is possible that the effects we see in alpha band contribute to the 

overall mechanism of DBS in conjunction with the effects of DBS suppression of beta band 

frequencies.  

 

One advantage of our study is that many who study DBS do not use microelectrodes in the BG, 

and therefore do not have the capability to measure action potentials, or do not examine both the 

BG structures and the cortex. The mechanistic understanding gained here is critical to 

extrapolating the effects of DBS to other brain regions used as targets for DBS in other, non-

movement disorders. These electrophysiological signals of functional relationships between 

brain structures can help us understand what stimulation does to the brain, and how to utilize 

stimulation to treat symptoms and avoid known side effects. 

 

The changes in coupling between STN neurons and the cortex in this study may be mediated 

through the hyperdirect pathway, which is a proposed route for the mechanism of DBS87 (see 

Chapter 1.5). The hyperdirect pathway is composed of cortical projections to the STN, and DBS 
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may excite the cortex through backpropagation of potentials along these axons. The neuronal 

response to DBS must reach the cortex at some point to modulate the execution of motor plans in 

the primary motor cortex and supplemental motor areas. Antidromic activation of the cortex via 

the hyperdirect pathway is one potential avenue for DBS effects to reach the cortex. Our results 

showing changes in cortical LFP aligned on STN neuron action potentials represent a potential 

reflection of this antidromic activation. 

 

The main limitation of this study is small sample size of neurons and should properly be 

considered preliminary data. I would have more confidence in the conclusions of this chapter if 

more neurons were included in the analysis. There are plans to add neurons to this study with 

some data already collected, but our sample size cap on the current IRB was recently reached. 

We have collected date from 7 subjects in the STN in an ipsilateral configuration, and our power 

analysis suggested a sample size of 8 subjects to get around 8-15 neurons. We are right on the 

edge of the needed sample size and depending on the results of more spike sorting we may have 

enough data.  

 

4.5 Conclusions 

DBS did not change individual neuron firing rate over the course of the experiment but may have 

depressed firing acutely when DBS was delivered at 140 Hz, with recovery after a few seconds. 

DBS at 140 Hz changed the coupling of the STN neuron APs to the network activity locally and 

at a distance on the cortex, but without spatial differences on the cortex. These results give 

insight into how DBS changes neural networks. 
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CHAPTER 5: BIOPHYSICAL PROPAGATION OF THE DBS SIGNAL 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Objective 

This study aims to determine the biophysical impact of DBS on neural tissue in human subjects 

with PD. The work here serves as an initial examination of the DBS waveform recorded in the 

neural tissue. 

 

Background 

We have an incomplete understanding of the mechanism of DBS, and particularly in how DBS 

interacts with neural tissue. The biophysics of DBS have been investigated primarily from a 

point of safety and device development, and less from the perspective of how the signal 

propagates from the DBS electrode through the tissue to interact with neuronal circuits.  

 

Methods 

Data was intraoperatively recorded from the human brain using a microelectrode in the STN 

during bilateral DBS electrode placement. Stimulation was delivered either ipsilaterally or 

contralaterally to the recording microelectrode in a bipolar configuration using 2 contacts on the 

DBS lead. The ipsilateral and contralateral conditions allowed for measuring the electromotive 

force (EMF) generated by DBS at two different distances. For a detailed description of the 

methods, please refer to Chapter 2. 
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Results 

EMF peak amplitude was higher in the ipsilateral condition (22.37 +/- 10.57 mV; n = 5) than the 

contralateral condition (0.30 +/- 0.03 mV, n = 2), and a linear regression analysis found a 

significant slope (p < 0.5). In individual recording sessions, the DBS amplitude peaks varied 

with time (slope ≠ 0, p < 0.5), with some increasing and some decreasing. The DBS waveform 

peak EMF values have sinusoidal relationship with time.  

 

Conclusions 

EMF strength decreases with distance, though we cannot say if the permittivity of the brain 

parenchyma behaves according to ohmic or nonohmic properties. The recording electrode and 

the DBS electrode appear to drift in position over time, likely due to the relaxation of the neural 

tissue in the intraoperative environment. The DBS waveform is subject to aliasing, and a higher 

sampling rate is needed to further examine the propagation of the DBS signal. 

 

Significance 

Understanding the biophysical properties of the stimulation waveform and the response of the 

neural tissue provide valuable information for DBS treatments overall. As we learn about how 

neurons and neuronal networks respond to stimulation, we will be better equipped to improve the 

use of DBS for its current uses (e.g. movement disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 

epilepsy, etc.) and to translate its use into other neurological disorders (e.g. depression, 

Alzheimer’s disease/memory problems, addiction, etc.) 
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5.2 Introduction 

The biophysical mechanisms of DBS propagation are poorly understood56. In part, there is a need 

to know how the stimulation EMF behaves in the highly complex structure of neural tissue. 

Some of our understanding of DBS assumes that charge from DBS propagates through neural 

tissue according to basic physics, but those conclusions often rely on assumptions that the 

medium is a vacuum or behaves as an ohmic resistor25. There is debate regarding the neural 

tissue behaving as a resistive medium136 versus that of a more complex resistive-capacitive 

medium137. Since Hodgkin and Huxley’s model, neurons have been understood to have 

characteristics of capacitors and resistors138, but the extracellular medium is far less studied, and 

is often assumed to be a pure resistor136,139. However, the brain parenchyma may have varied 

propertied influencing signal propagation, including resistive, capacitive, and polarizable2,140.  

 

Understanding how DBS propagates through the tissue is an important avenue to explore for 

research in this field. Many biophysical phenomena are best studied in a highly controlled 

environment, like in a benchtop assay, animal model, or computational framework. Much of our 

understanding of the circuitry of the basal ganglia comes from studies in non-human primates, 

including early work on DBS efficacy and mechanisms141,142. In computational studies, a variety 

of mechanisms DBS have been examined, including AP generation in white matter tracts through 

the STN, cortical stimulation via the hyperdirect pathway, and activation and inhibition of 

neurons87,143,144. However, studies in the human brain are essential to confirming findings from 

other models because of the uniqueness of the human brain, particularly because many animal 

models are smaller in size, and the fact that computational studies have to rely on assumptions 

about the human brain. It is not possible to study the mechanisms of DBS in humans with the 
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same degree of control as other models, but without human studies we cannot confirm any other 

theories.  

 

One methodological clarification given here in the introduction is that in the intraoperative 

recording set up, we stimulate with the contacts on the DBS lead in a bipolar configuration with 

adjacent contacts as the cathode and anode (see Chapter 2.3 for more details on the intraoperative 

stimulation). Most patients using DBS have their system in a unipolar configuration, where one 

(or two) contacts is the cathode and the IPG serves as the distant anode25. The unipolar 

 

Figure 5-1. Recording sessions in the ipsilateral versus contralateral configurations. DBS 

was applied in 4 epochs of frequencies 140, 20, 250, and 70 Hz with 10 trials each of 10 

seconds DBS on and 10 seconds DBS off (see Figure 2-4). Representative examples of the 

electrophysiological data across all DBS epochs for (A) the ipsilateral configuration 

(electrode separation approximately 2 mm) and (B) the contralateral configuration (electrode 

separation approximately 24 mm). Magnitude of the DBS signature is larger in the ipsilateral 

configuration. 
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configuration is not possible in the intraoperative setting because the IPG has not yet been 

implanted at the time of recording during the surgery for the DBS lead implantation. 

 

Our goal in this study is to investigate into how EMFs generated by DBS interact with neural 

tissue and provide insight into how this interaction influences neural physiology to address the 

gap on this work in the human subject. DBS waveform propagation may be mediated through 

physiological (action potential generation and synaptic transmission) or electromagnetic forces 

(volume conduction of charge and ephaptic transmission), and likely has contributions from 

both. This work is an initial foray into studying the characteristics of the DBS waveform. 

 

5.3 Results 

The microelectrode recordings from subjects stimulated in the ipsilateral (microelectrode to DBS 

electrode separation approximately 2 mm) and contralateral (microelectrode to DBS electrode 

separation approximately 24 mm) conditions were compared. The DBS waveforms from the 

ipsilateral condition (Figure 5-1A) showed a larger amplitude than the contralateral condition 

(Figure 5-1B). Within a single subject, the distribution of DBS peak amplitudes was tight, with 

an average standard deviation of 0.96 +/- 0.48, and showing some outliers of small peak values, 

likely due to aliasing (discussed below). Between subjects, the DBS peak amplitudes varied 

widely (Figure 5-2A,B), as should be expected in different recording sessions.  

The EMF of the DBS signature correlated with estimated distance from the source of the 

stimulation, the DBS electrode (Figure 5-2C). As reported here, the distance between the 

recording microelectrode and stimulating DBS electrode is an estimate based on the stereotactic 

method for placing the electrodes, but actual distances are not measured intraoperatively due to
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Figure 5-2. DBS amplitude across subjects and distance. (A) The distribution of DBS 

waveform amplitudes in each subject. (B) The average DBS waveform for each subject. The 

inset shows a magnified view of the mean DBS waveforms in the contralateral subjects. 

Standard error is not shown for clarity. (C) DBS peak amplitude at the location of the 

recording varies with estimated distance from the source of stimulation (the DBS electrode). 

Scatter plot points are jittered for clarity. Distance is an estimate based on the stereotactic 

method for placing the DBS and microelectrodes, but actual distances are not measured 

intraoperatively due to feasibility. 
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feasibility. A linear regression for mean EMF of DBS waveform peaks versus distance was 

statistically significant with a slope of -1.00 mV/mm and an intercept of 24.38 mV.   

  

Gradual changes in the EMF of DBS waveform peaks were observed in the time-voltage plots of 

the high pass filtered data (Figure 5-1A) and were sometimes drastic when comparing the 

beginning of the recording with the end (Figure 5-3A). The changes in DBS waveform amplitude 

were different for each subject and were more obvious in the ipsilateral configuration (Figure 5-

3B). Linear regression analysis for DBS waveform peak amplitudes versus time were significant 

 

Figure 5-3. Electrode drift over time. (A) An example from one subject of the recorded 

DBS waveform peak amplitudes at the beginning of the recording session (during the first 

epoch of DBS) versus the end (during the last epoch of DBS). In this subject, DBS waveform 

amplitudes were higher on average in the last epoch. (B) Regression lines for each subject of 

the DBS waveform peak amplitude over the course of the entire experiment. Scatter plot of 

DBS waveform peaks is hidden for clarity. Lines with a significant slope (p<0.5) are marked 

with *.  
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(p < 0.05) in all subjects, with some having positive slopes and others having negative slopes. 

 

The DBS waveforms exhibited characteristics consistent with aliasing, like a sinusoidal wave of 

the peak values (Figure 5-4; also see bottom left panel in Figure 2-4) and outliers of the peak 

falling more below the lower bound rather than above the upper bound (Figure 5-2A).  

 

Figure 5-4. Aliasing of DBS waveform. (Top) Recording trace in black with DBS 

waveforms at a frequency of 140 Hz. Peaks are marked in orange. (Bottom) Theoretical 

square wave in blue of the delivered DBS. The same peaks of measured DBS waveforms 

from the top panel are marked in orange. The bottom panel is only a theoretical display of 

aliasing of the delivered DBS, as we believe the sampling rate is not high enough to capture 

the true peak. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The focus of this work is on studying the biophysical response of the neural tissue to DBS. 

Despite the abundance of empirical evidence for DBS in PD, we do not fully understand its 

mechanism, nor do we understand how neural tissue behaves as a medium. We performed in 

vivo studies of the electrical waveforms generated by DBS at different locations in the human 

brain. 

 

There is substantial debate regarding the brain as a medium that behaves as an ohmic resistor or 

if it behaves as a more complex, nonohmic medium136,137,139,140. Our data shows that the EMF at 

the recording electrode decreases with distance from the source. This finding suggests that 

electrical shunting through a conductive layer proximal to the DBS electrodes accounts for much 

of the current flow and thus a large reduction in the EMF experienced by the neural tissue. In the 

bipolar stimulation configuration, much of the charge quickly returns to the device rather than 

propagating through the tissue and can explain part of the reduction of the EMF seen at the 

recording electrode. With the acute stimulation and recording paradigm used during this study it 

is unlikely that this large reduction in voltage is caused by any changes to the neural tissue (e.g. 

gliosis). It is likely that much of the observed attenuation of the DBS waveform amplitude 

between the source at 3.0 V and the recording electrode 2 mm away at 22.37 mV is due to 

shunting between the anodic and cathodic electrodes through a thin layer of CSF surrounding the 

DBS lead92. The attenuation of DBS waveform amplitude observed between the ipsilaterally and 

contralaterally placed microelectrode represents a more robust assessment of the influence of 

neural tissue on DBS, which decreases by about 20 mV over 22 mm. These results suggest that 

only a small fraction of the DBS voltage is injected into neural tissue. 
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Whether the EMF over distance degrades with ohmic properties according to Coulomb’s law is 

an interesting question. We looked at EMF of the DBS waveform peak versus distance from the 

source (DBS lead), but only have two points of distance. As a preliminary finding, we can 

clearly see that EMF falls off with distance, and the slope from the linear regression analysis is 

significant. However, we do not expect the relationship between EMF and distance to be linear; 

in fact, it should be an inverse relationship according to Coulomb’s law and the relationship 

between EMF and distance from a point charge. To actually measure this relationship in the 

human brain, we need at least one more recording location at a different distance from the DBS 

electrode. 

 

The results from this chapter should be understood as generating preliminary data for important 

research questions, though some unfortunate limitations of our recording methods hinder any 

strong conclusions. Our recording equipment is capable of sampling at 24 kHz, which is standard 

in electrophysiologic research, but as shown in Figure 5-4, we believe there is aliasing of the 

recorded DBS waveform. Prior to these studies, we were unaware of these sampling limitations, 

and the frequency of the onset of the stimulation pulse is proprietary information that we have 

not been able to obtain from Medtronic or Boston Scientific. We are strengthening our 

relationship with these industry partners, and our clinical partners at BNI have recently 

purchased a new data acquisition system from Ripple Neuro that is capable of a higher sampling 

rate. Additionally, constraints on both time and the spatial resolution of available intraoperative 

imaging in human subjects do not allow for more precise measurement of the distance between 

the DBS and recording electrodes. In the present study, we can observe interesting phenomenon, 

but should be cautious in applying any conclusions to mechanisms DBS or the features of neural 
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tissue, and instead warrant a closer look into these research questions with different methods, 

informed by the limitations from this study.  

 

Significant changes in the amplitudes of DBS waveforms were observed over time, which 

demonstrates a non-stationary process influencing the DBS waveform amplitudes. Insertion of 

the DBS electrodes and the microelectrode cause minor compression of the neural tissue. The 

DBS electrode is compliant and moves with the neural tissue, while the microelectrode is ridged 

and fixed to the stereotaxic frame. We suggest that the observed non-stationary process is micro-

scale changes in distance between the DBS electrodes and the microelectrode caused by 

decompression of the neural tissue. The changes in DBS waveform amplitude over time are on 

the order of a few millivolts. Because we do not have a more precise method to measure 

electrode position in this study (which would actually require developing more advanced 

technology), we cannot say how much the recording electrode and DBS lead move from each 

other during the recording session. Assuming the change in distance is in the range of a few to 

100 µm, then these findings suggest that small changes in distance result in amplitude changes of 

several percent when the recording electrode is within a few millimeters of the DBS electrode. 

We also saw signs of aliasing in our data. The data used to calculate DBS waveform amplitude 

and shape are high pass filtered, therefore removing any low frequency component causing a 

change in the recorded DBS peak amplitude (i.e. the LFP is removed from the signal and cannot 

cause the variation seen in DBS peak amplitudes). The findings of the microdrift of the recording 

electrode relative to the DBS electrode and the aliasing do not provide much insight into the 

biophysical mechanism of DBS signal propagation, but they do inform us of cautions for future 

work. 
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Future directions coming out of this study include adding additional recording distances, 

examining evoked potential latencies for possible physiological signal propagation, and 

examining electrode impedances along with the biophysics of the DBS waveform. Adding 

additional distances will bring a lot of clarity to the relationship between EMF and distance in 

the brain but may be more appropriate to animal models because of limited access to the human 

brain. We can use this data to examine evoked potentials in the brain caused by the DBS pulse. 

One challenge in this effort has been the “blurring” of the evoked potential likely caused by 

aliasing of the DBS waveform, and therefore making signal alignment difficult. It has not been 

possible to connect our data acquisition system to the intraoperative stimulation testing device 

from either Medtronic or Boston Scientific during recording, and so do not have more accurate 

information of timing of DBS pulses. One interesting finding from human subjects implanted 

with DBS leads is that impedance at the electrodes changes over time, particularly quickly in the 

acute post-operative period, but also over years145,146. These fluctuations in impedance have 

made current-controlled DBS systems more popular than voltage-controlled DBS systems in 

recent years because a current-controlled system has less variability in charge delivered147. The 

efficacy of DBS is stable over years32,33, so impedance is not likely responsible for the core 

mechanisms of DBS. Though these impedance changes may not reveal physiologic responses to 

DBS, I am still interested in how they may reveal conductive properties of the microenvironment 

around the DBS electrode. The ground work done in this study lays the foundation for future 

work examining the DBS waveform, its interaction with the neural tissue as a conductive 

medium, and impacts of the DBS waveform on the neurophysiology. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

The EMF of the DBS waveform is attenuated over distance from the DBS electrode, which may 

or may not follow ohmic properties of charge conduction. Important findings regarding electrode 

drift over time and aliasing show the limitations and difficulties of studying a very high 

frequency phenomenon like the DBS pulse. These discoveries will inform future studies on 

evaluating the properties of the DBS waveform.  
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 Abstract 

This final chapter summarizes the prominent discussion points from this dissertation project. The 

microcircuitry of the cortico-BG network in PD is intricate and has implications for further study 

of network dynamics in PD, particularly when applied to DBS. Examining the microcircuit 

relationships with DBS in this project yielded changes in the alpha frequency band when a 

therapeutically relevant stimulation frequency was used. In addition to these neurophysiological 

studies, I made strides towards understanding the biophysical properties of DBS propagation 

through the brain, though further work is needed to determine how the brain behaves as a 

conductive medium. Taken together, these findings provide pieces of the puzzle of the 

mechanism of DBS, suggesting that DBS action on microcircuits is an important feature of the 

mechanisms to how DBS disrupts pathological network activity.  

 

6.2 Microcircuitry of the cortico-BG network 

I found a complex spatial topography of electrophysiological functional connections between 

single STN neurons, the LFP in the STN, and the LFP in the motor association cortex that exists 

on a sub-centimeter scale (i.e. a high spatial frequency). The neurons that displayed a functional 

connection to the cortex have sub-centimeter spatial differences on the cortex and between 

individual neurons. This single neuron and sub-centimeter spatial specificity was essential to 

examine small micro- to meso-circuits within the greater cortico-basal ganglia circuit. STN 

neurons from the same recording (presumably within a few hundred microns from each other) 

did not display the same functional connectivity topography on the cortical region recorded. The 
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relatively small area of cortex recorded in this study shows differing relationships to the STN, 

sometimes only 2 mm apart. It is plausible that if we were to look at a larger area of the cortex 

with the same spatial resolution, we would find that STN neurons continue to exhibit unique 

functional connectivity topographies, and that some neurons where we found no cortical 

functional connections would indeed be electrophysiologically linked to areas of the cortex 

outside of our recording region. These topographical patterns are interesting because they show 

that neurons in the cortico-basal ganglia network are not uniformly connected. Our results 

showed that within the context of larger anatomical connections of the cortico-basal ganglia 

network, there are embedded smaller meso- or micro-scale circuits involving subsets of neurons 

and dendritic arbors.  

 

6.3 Frequency-specific effects of DBS 

I found that DBS at a therapeutically relevant frequency of 140 Hz may have suppressed STN 

neuron firing acutely, though did not have a robust effect on STN neuron firing rate over the 

course of the experiment at any stimulation frequency. DBS at 140 Hz did change the coupling 

of the STN neuron APs to the LFP activity in both the STN and the cortex with increased power 

in the alpha frequency band. The cortex shows changes in the STN AP aligned average LFP in 

all 16 locations, without any spatial discrimination. These results give insight into how DBS 

changes neural networks. A variety of cellular and network mechanisms could give rise to the 

changes we see in the AP aligned average LFP in the alpha frequency band, including changes to 

postsynaptic potentials through different channel conductance, channel opening probability, or 

changes to the electromotive force influencing ion electrochemical gradients. Antidromic 

propagation along the cortico-STN hyperdirect pathway is a possible route for the changes seen 
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in functional connectivity between the STN and the cortex at 140 Hz DBS ON (and not at any 

other stimulation frequency). Further investigation is needed to increase the sample size of these 

studies, and examine the potential mechanisms giving rise to the recorded phenomena. 

 

6.4 Use of µECoG 

This study exemplified the utility of µECoG devices and recordings for research purposes. Our 

results showed differing relationships on the cortex with neurons in the STN using a µECoG grid 

with 2 mm electrode spacing. We advocate for the use of µECoG electrodes and other devices 

designed to look at the cortex on a sub-centimeter scale, especially as these devices are 

developed for action potential recordings without penetrating electrodes123. We should recognize 

the utility of examining the cortex on a scale relevant to the circuit organization with µECoGs in 

applicable research studies. 

 

6.5 Potential biomarkers 

The work in this dissertation joins the effort to generate potential biomarkers for adaptive DBS. 

DBS is considered adaptive or “closed loop” when the stimulation is delivered in response to 

some signal, rather than a constant train of pulses in an “open loop.” In its current form, DBS is 

only used clinically in an open loop, though research into adaptive DBS has a lot of interest. Due 

to its difficulty, only a few groups have actually performed studies on subjects using adaptive 

DBS, but these studies have used biomarkers of LFP power of palladial beta rhythms, LFP 

power of cortical gamma rhythms, and a wearable device to measure tremor46,47,148–150. These 

methods each target a specific aspect of DBS treatment for PD, like bradykinesia (palladial beta), 

tremor (kinematic tracking), or dyskinesias (cortical gamma). The promise of these treatments is 
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to increase treatment efficacy of symptoms specifically when the treatment is needed and to 

decrease side effects.  

 

In this study we have generated a few potential biomarkers, including the AP aligned LFP in the 

subcortical target and on the cortex, and individual neuron APs. I hope to follow shortly with an 

additional potential biomarker of DBS stim aligned LFP in the target and on the cortex. These 

results are interesting because they reveal how intricate the functional connections are in the 

cortico-BG network, which may play a role in the efficacy of DBS. Techniques used in this 

project are already feasible for use during surgery for DBS electrode implantation. However, 

these measures cannot be used at present in the freely moving patient because DBS systems in 

their current form do not have the capability to measure individual neuron activity. That does not 

limit the possibility of using any of the measures from this study as biomarkers of 

pathophysiology or symptoms in the freely moving patient in the future, but more work is needed 

to validate the discoveries from this study as biomarkers and to also advance DBS technology. 

 

6.6 Limitations 

Several of the weaknesses of this study revolve around the constraints of human subjects 

research, which calls for a high priority on the safety of the subjects, closely followed by a 

priority on care for optimizing the clinical outcomes for the subjects. Thus, limitations include a 

small sample size of human subjects, limited recording time in the intraoperative setting (unable 

to let neuron firing stabilize for longer than a few seconds), the use of anesthesia during 

recordings, and limited access to the cortex. Subjects were recruited consecutively, but we have a 

bias towards males in our sample, which can only be partially explained by a predominance of 
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PD in men versus women16. The use of propofol anesthesia is a concerning confound because of 

the effect of propofol to decrease APs and high-frequency LFPs124,125. We acknowledge this 

concern but point out that our findings show microcircuit interactions even with the influence of 

anesthesia. Additionally, this study is conducted entirely in the context of PD, and so any 

extrapolation to learning the function of the healthy brain is constrained. Our limited access to 

the cortex lends to variation between the exact placement of the µECoG between subjects. 

Factors such as poor contact between electrodes and the cortical surface, interfering vasculature 

or sulci, and anatomical variation were difficult to control for in our intraoperative set up.  

 

Another limitation, as discussed in Chapter 5, is that the frequency dynamics of the DBS pulse 

are so fast that our sampling rate of 24 kHz is inadequate. The work in Chapter 5 to examine the 

propagation of DBS pulses through tissue revealed many challenges of work to study biophysical 

properties of the human brain, which were not anticipated at the start of this study. To more 

precisely study the biophysical propagation of DBS signals, we also need more accurate 

measures of distances between electrodes. A recent purchase by our collaborators of a new data 

acquisition system with higher sampling rate capabilities will address some of these concerns in 

future.  

 

6.7 Future Directions 

Awake subjects 

We would like to repeat many of the studies from this dissertation during awake brain surgeries. 

One of the main limitations of the work presented in this dissertation is the use of anesthesia 

during recordings from the human brain. The decision to use anesthesia is a practical one 
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resulting from the constraints of conducting research in human subjects. Priorities are placed on 

patient safety and outcomes, and so some research options are sacrificed for those higher 

concerns. Historically, “awake” neurosurgeries, where the patient remains sedated but is woken 

up out of general anesthesia for a period, are more common for DBS electrode placement, and 

some consider awake surgery the current standard of care for the procedure. Many centers are 

moving toward other methods, like “asleep” image-guided (intraoperative CT merged with 

preoperative MRI) stereotaxy because of the benefits of anesthetized surgery (e.g. more 

comfortable patient experience, shorter time in the operating room, not all patients can undergo 

awake surgery, etc.)25,58–60. At BNI, asleep DBS electrode placement is more common, nearly at 

the exclusion of conducting awake surgeries for DBS electrode placement. For the first part of 

this study, we only had IRB approval to conduct this research in anesthetized patients. Later, we 

obtained IRB approval to conduct microelectrode and µECoG recordings during awake 

neurosurgeries, but we have yet to have any subjects enroll in the awake condition (because all 

willing participants for the research study received asleep DBS surgery). I remain interested in 

repeating many of the analyses here using data from awake surgeries.  

 

I theorize that if we repeated these studies in awake subjects, our results would be similar but 

more robust, and with activity at higher LFP frequencies than seen in this dissertation. Propofol 

decreases neural activity in higher LFP frequencies124,125, having a dampening effect. Many of 

our results showed strong LFP power in low frequencies, like the delta, theta, and alpha bands. 

Other work in DBS research focuses on higher frequencies, with beta frequencies being a large 

focus46,75,77,82,126, as well as gamma frequencies78–80. I would likely find electrophysiological 

functional connectivity in higher frequency bands in awake patients, particularly in beta and 
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gamma because of the investigation into those rhythms as potential biomarkers for feedback for 

adaptive DBS.  

 

In addition to exploring these phenomena in the awake patient during surgery, we should look 

beyond to the next step of studying electrophysiology in the freely behaving patient. Medtronic 

has recently released its Percept DBS system, which allows for recording of field potentials from 

the DBS lead, albeit with a limited frequency range up to only 100 Hz151. As this technology 

develops, findings from intraoperative studies on DBS should be translated into the freely 

moving patient, particularly to test biomarkers and their correlation with symptoms or their use 

for adaptive DBS. 

 

Chronic pain and DBS 

One overarching goal of this dissertation project was to provide a framework for analyzing 

neural networks affected by DBS in a variety of neurological conditions, starting in this project 

with PD (in part because DBS is most well understood in PD, and in part because of subject 

availability). The next step is to use the analysis methods in the present study in future work with 

DBS in other disorders, such as chronic pain, depression, addiction, etc. Our lab’s first 

opportunity for work with DBS outside of movement disorders is in patients with chronic pain.  

 

DBS can be used to treat certain forms of chronic pain, like cluster headaches and neuropathic 

pain152. Surgical targets currently used to treat chronic pain include the periaqueductal grey 

(PAG), the sensory thalamus, and the ventral tegmental area (VTA), which have received 

substantially less attention in electrophysiology research in the human brain than the cortico-BG 
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network. Similar to the early development of DBS for movement disorders, much of the 

evidence for using DBS for chronic pain is empirical, rather than driven by a mechanistic 

understanding. While the clinical work in this realm has been essential to establish DBS as a 

valid treatment for chronic pain, without knowing the mechanisms underlying the therapy, we 

are limited in our ability to modulate network activity. With greater understanding of DBS in 

chronic pain, we can target neuronal populations or networks with more precision, find better 

stimulation parameters, and move towards adaptive stimulation for pain. In a similar approach as 

discussed here for pain, the analysis methods used in this study can be utilized to examine 

network dynamics in a variety of conditions where DBS is used as a therapy.  

 

Intraoperative target confirmation 

Another potential application of finding biomarkers (Chapter 6.3, above) for DBS treatment is to 

improve surgical targeting, thereby decreasing time in the operating room and increasing the 

implantation success rate. The techniques currently used to achieve high accuracy of DBS lead 

implantation, which may be used in some combination, include using stereotaxic frames with 

patient-specific coordinates, microelectrode recordings (target confirmation based on 

characteristic electrophysiological patterns), intraoperative image-guided placement (co-

registering preoperative MRI with intraoperative CT), and intraoperative movement tasks during 

awake surgery25. Off-target lead placement is one of the more common failures of DBS therapy, 

and in some cases it can be difficult to know why stimulation does not work in some patients 

(e.g. why PD nonresponsive to levodopa therapy does not respond well to DBS). Therefore, 

improving surgical targeting remains a goal of the field, and with the advent of directional DBS 

leads, surgeons have the opportunity to be even more specific with targeting.  
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As informed by the work in this dissertation, using biomarkers or analysis of the DBS waveform 

can generate strategies for intraoperative targeting. The recording techniques used here are all 

performed in the intraoperative setting and can be easily adapted to the surgical workflow. The 

epicortical µECoG grid is small, flexible, and relatively non-invasive for measuring cortical 

signals. If the cortical signals studied here or other potential cortical activity picked up on 

µECoG is a reliable predictor of response to DBS, then it could be used for surgical targeting in 

combination with or independent of microelectrode recordings, intraoperative imaging, etc. 

Research needed to explore this idea beyond the work done in this dissertation includes 

investigating the mechanistic involvement of the cortex in DBS therapy, observing cortical 

activity in the freely moving patient with DBS, and comparisons of intraoperative recordings and 

clinical outcomes. 

 

Advances in DBS technology 

The work in this dissertation has not been aimed at changing device engineering in terms of 

electrode materials, electrode configuration, or batteries. However, our colleagues in industry are 

very focused on technological advances, and our efforts together bring beneficial changes to 

DBS. The work in this dissertation seeks to add information to the puzzle of the mechanisms of 

DBS, which will inform the emerging generation of DBS devices that look to deliver stimulation 

more specifically both anatomically and in targeting symptoms in adaptive DBS. 

 

The first DBS systems were focused on making a device that was safe and effective, informed 

largely by the early research and clinical trials on DBS for movement disorders. The next 
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generation of DBS devices focused on improving battery life and saw rechargeable batteries 

make devices longer lasting and more practical for patients. The emerging generation of DBS 

systems is using directional leads and introducing recording abilities153. Directional leads can 

point stimulation in specific anatomical directions. Recording neural signals introduces the 

ability to deliver adaptive DBS55,56, which delivers stimulation based on a biomarker of 

symptoms, rather than constant stimulation delivery in an “open loop.” Technological advances 

are currently ahead of a mechanistic understanding of DBS. We now have the technical ability to 

deliver directional stimulation and to record activity that could be used to close the loop for 

adaptive DBS. Empirical evidence is driving the use of directional leads, with studies showing 

that using directional leads to target the dorsolateral part of the STN decreases side effect 

thresholds and decreases the amplitude of stimulation needed for benefit154,155. As discussed 

above, the effort to find a biomarker for adaptive DBS is being driven by basic research findings 

of LFPs in the cortico-BG network, and there is some promise for using STN beta rhythms46 or 

cortical gamma rhythms47, though this work is incomplete and will need larger clinical trials. 

More understanding is needed for both the neurophysiology of the dorsolateral region of the STN 

and in potential biomarkers55,56,149. 

 

6.8 Conclusions 

Chapter 3 examined the innate microcircuitry of the cortico-BG network in the context of PD. 

The STN and the motor association cortex had an intricate and complex functional relationship 

with a high degree of spatial specificity. Individual neurons in the STN showed 

electrophysiological functional connectivity with the LFP in both the STN and the motor 

association cortex. The topographies of these functional connections varied across neurons and 
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on a sub-centimeter scale on the cortex.  

 

Chapter 4 investigated the effects of DBS on the mircrocircuitry of the cortico-BG network. DBS 

did not change individual neuron behavior but did change the coupling of the STN neuron APs to 

the network activity at 140 Hz (a therapeutically relevant frequency). DBS changes some 

electrophysiological functional connectivity between STN neurons and the STN LFP, but not in 

the cortex. DBS changes the functional connectivity of STN neurons with the local LFP to 

switch these neurons from communicating in pathological patterns to a more functional 

relationship. 

 

Chapter 5 inspected the biophysical properties of the DBS waveform in neural tissue. The EMF 

of the DBS waveform is attenuated over distance from the DBS electrode, which may or may not 

follow ohmic properties of charge conduction. Important findings regarding electrode drift over 

time and aliasing show the limitations and difficulties of studying a very high frequency 

phenomenon like the DBS pulse. These discoveries will inform future studies on evaluating the 

properties of the DBS waveform. 

 

Taken together, the findings in this dissertation add pieces of information to the puzzle of the 

mechanisms of DBS in PD. The brain communicates on a level of high temporal and spatial 

resolution, and our recording methods are at the edge of our ability to examine these spatial and 

temporal dynamics. Microcircuits of limited numbers of neurons are embedded within the larger 

anatomical connections in the cortico-BG network, and point to the brain’s ability to parse and 

combine bits of information as needed to perform movements involving cortico-BG activity. The 
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effect of DBS on these microcircuits shows that DBS does not affect single neurons 

independently but modulates network dynamics to change the circuit behavior from a wider 

perspective. DBS is already an established treatment for movement disorders, but understanding 

its mechanism is essential for improving the therapy for its current indications and for utilizing 

neuromodulation for other neurological conditions.  
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Student Conference. 2020.* 
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODE USED FOR ANALYSIS  

List of MATLAB Code included in this Appendix  

B.1 Convert SEV files from TDT to Matlab files ..................................................................................... 117 

B.2 Function: block2mat ........................................................................................................................... 117 

B.3 Function: blocksev2mat ..................................................................................................................... 122 

B.4 Marker extraction ............................................................................................................................... 127 

B.5 Prepare segments for SPC .................................................................................................................. 129 

B.6 SPC for spike sorting .......................................................................................................................... 131 

B.7 Get AP aligned average LFP from SPC spikes .................................................................................. 132 

B.8 Automate finding stim block on/off and prep segments for PARRM ................................................ 139 

B.9 Set parameters for PARRM ................................................................................................................ 144 

B.10 Apply PARRM ................................................................................................................................. 146 

B.11 Power spectrum waterfall plot .......................................................................................................... 147 

B.12 Spike-phase analysis ........................................................................................................................ 149 

B.13 DBS waveform analysis ................................................................................................................... 150 

B.14 DBS waveform trace analysis .......................................................................................................... 155 

B.15 DBS waveform amplitude analysis .................................................................................................. 157 

 

B.1 Convert SEV files from TDT to Matlab files 

%% Convert SEV files from TDT to Matlab files 
 
clear; 
clc; 
 
params.storeNames = {'Mark'}; 
% params.storeNames = {'MicA'  'Sync'  'Mark' 'EMG1'}; 
 
Folder = uigetdir('D:\Data\human CNS\BNI', 'Select Folder for Blocks and .mat file'); 
params.blockPath = Folder;  
params.targetDir = Folder; % Path to where the output 
 
Header = block2mat(params); 

 

B.2 Function: block2mat 
%% Function: block2mat 
%% How to run this program: 
%  
% params.storeNames = {'MicA'  'Sync'  'Mark', 'EMG1'}; 
% params.blockPath = 'D:\Data\HumanECoG\Speech'; % Path to the TDT block. 
%   % This item is not needed as the program will uigetdir() you if you 
%   % this field is not in the params struct. 
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% params.targetDir = 'D:\Data\HumanECoG\Speech'; % Path to where the output 
%   % .mat file should be located, % This item is not strictly needed as the 
%   % program will uigetdir() you if this field is not in the params struct. 
%  
% Header = block2mat(params); 
% 
 
function Header = block2mat( params ) 
%% Parse Input 
if ~isfield(params, 'storeNames'); storeNames = {'MicA', 'Sync'}; else storeNames = 
params.storeNames; end  
if ~isfield(params, 'blockPath');  
    blockPath = uigetdir('C:\', 'Please select block directory');  
else 
    blockPath = params.blockPath; 
end 
 
if ~isfield(params, 'targetPath');  
    targetPath = blockPath;  
else 
    targetPath = params.targetPath; 
end 
 
% List of extensions 
extList = {'.tev', '.tsq', '.sev'}; 
 
% Parse pathname 
if strcmp(blockPath(end), '\') 
    blockPath = blockPath(1:end-1); 
end % END IF 
 
pathParts = regexp(blockPath, '\', 'Split'); 
 
% Header = struct('tank', [], 'tankPath', [], 'block', [], 'blockPath', [], 
'blockSize', [], 'startTimeRaw', []);  
Header = struct('info', [], 'data', []); 
Header.info.tank = pathParts{end-1}; 
Header.info.tankPath = fullfile(pathParts{1:end-1}); 
Header.info.block = pathParts{end}; 
Header.info.blockPath = blockPath; 
Header.info.blockSize = ''; 
Header.info.startTime = ''; 
Header.info.startTimeRaw = []; 
 
for ii = 1:length(storeNames) 
   eval(['Header.data.', storeNames{ii}, '.data = [];']); 
   eval(['Header.data.', storeNames{ii}, '.Fs = [];']); 
end 
 
% Find files 
tevList = dir(fullfile(blockPath, ['*', extList{1}])); % Gets the list tev files 
tsqList = dir(fullfile(blockPath, ['*', extList{2}]));  % Gets the list tsq files 
% sevList = dir(fullfile(blockPath, ['*', extList{3}])); % Gets the list sev files 
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% Look for the names of TEV files 
% if ~isempty(tevList) 
%     numList = numel(tevList); 
%     for i = 1:numList 
%         tmpFileList{i} = tevList(i).name; 
%     end % END FOR 
%     tevList = tmpFileList; 
%     clear('tmpFileList'); 
% end % END IF 
% Look for the name of TSQ files 
if ~isempty(tevList) 
    tevName = tevList(1).name; 
end % END IF 
 
% Look for the name of TSQ files 
if ~isempty(tsqList) 
    tsqName = tsqList(1).name; 
end % END IF 
 
% % Look for the name of TSQ files 
% if ~isempty(sevList) 
%     sevName = sevList(1).name; 
% end % END IF 
 
tevFullPath = fullfile(blockPath, tevName); 
tsqFullPath = fullfile(blockPath, tsqName); 
% sevFullPath = fullfile(blockPath, sevName); 
 
% Open files 
 
eventCount = 0; 
 
% gather = {}; 
 
% Loop over eventNames (LFPs, xWAV) 
for n = 1:length(storeNames) 
%     evName = 'Demo';%eventName{2}; 
 
    TEVFID = fopen(tevFullPath, 'r', 'l'); 
    TSQFID = fopen(tsqFullPath, 'r', 'l'); 
 
    evName = storeNames{n}; 
    evCode = fliplr(double(evName)); 
    evCode = dec2bin(evCode); 
    evCode = [num2str(zeros(4,1)), evCode]; 
    evCode = reshape(evCode', 1, 32); 
    evCode = bin2dec(evCode); 
    structName = ['Header.data.', evName]; 
    % Loop over selected channels 
    for chan = 1%channel 
                 
        data = []; 
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        time = []; 
         
        tsqFlag = true; 
        eventCount = 0; 
         
        % Loop through TSQ 
        while tsqFlag 
             
            tsq.Size       = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*long'); 
            tsq.Type       = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*long'); 
            tsq.Code       = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*long'); 
            tsq.Channel    = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*ushort'); 
            tsq.SortCode   = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*ushort'); 
            tsq.TimeStart  = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*double'); 
            tsq.EvOffset   = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*int64'); 
            tsq.DataFormat = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*long'); 
            tsq.Fs         = fread(TSQFID, [1,1], '*float'); 
             
            if ~isempty(tsq.Size) 
                 
                % Code for decrypting event codes 
                % tsqEvCode = dec2bin(tsq.Code); 
                % if length(tsqEvCode) >= 31 
                %     tsqEvCode = ['0',dec2bin(tsq.Code)]; 
                %     tsqEvCode = reshape(tsqEvCode, 8, 4)'; 
                %     tsqEvCode = bin2dec(tsqEvCode)'; 
                %     tsqEvCode = fliplr(char(tsqEvCode)); 
                %     gather = [gather; tsqEvCode]; 
                % end 
                                
                if strcmp(evName, 'Mark')  
                    if (tsq.Code == evCode && tsq.Channel == 0) 
                        tmpData = typecast(tsq.EvOffset, 'double'); 
                        tmpTime = tsq.TimeStart; 
                         
                        data = [data, tmpData]; 
                        time = [time, tmpTime]; % In seconds) 
                         
                        % Use: 
                        % datestr(719529+TimeInSeconds/86400,'dd-mmm-yyyy HH:MM:SS') 
                        % to convert time 
                         
                        clear('tmpData') 
                        clear('tmpTime') 
                         
                        eventCount = eventCount + 1; 
                        clc; 
                        fprintf('EventName: Mark\tEventCount: %d\n', chan, 
eventCount); 
 
                    end % END IF markers 
                else 
                    if (tsq.Code == evCode && tsq.Channel == 1) 
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                        % Move TEV position to the offset specfied in TSQ 
                        fseek(TEVFID, tsq.EvOffset, 'bof'); 
                         
                        % Calculate the number of samples to be gathered 
                        numPts = tsq.Size-10;   % Size in longs, minus the header 
length (long) 
                        fetchSize = numPts;     % Number of samples, usually 4 bytes 
per sample (float) 
                         
                        % Read data from file 
                        tmpData = fread(TEVFID, [1, fetchSize], '*float'); 
                         
                        data = [data, tmpData]; 
                         
                        clear('tmpData') 
                         
                        eventCount = eventCount + 1; 
                        clc; 
                        fprintf('EventName: %s\tEventCount: %d\n', evName, 
eventCount); 
                         
                        Fs = tsq.Fs; 
                         
                        if eventCount == 1 
                            eval([structName, '.Fs = tsq.Fs;']); 
                            eval([structName, '.dataFormat = tsq.DataFormat;']); 
                            Header.info.startTimeRaw = tsq.TimeStart; 
                        end % END IF first (real) event 
                    end % END IF event 
                end % END IF marker strobe or sync/mic stream 
            else 
                tsqFlag = false; 
            end % END IF tsq.Size is empty 
             
        end % END WHILE TSQ         
    end % END FOR CHANNELS 
     
    if strcmp(evName, 'Mark') 
         
        data(data>=128) = data(data>=128)-128; 
        data = char(data); 
        eval([structName, '.data = data;']); 
        eval([structName, '.time = time;']); 
    else 
        eval([structName, '.data = data;']); 
    end % END IF markers 
     
    fclose(TSQFID); 
    fclose(TEVFID); 
     
end % END FOR EVENT NAME 
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Header = blocksev2mat(Header, params); 
 
end % END FUNCTION 
 
% EOF 

 

B.3 Function: blocksev2mat 

%% Function: blocksev2mat 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% blocksev2mat.m  (based on SEV2mat.m from TDT) 
%   Author: Kevin O'Neill 
%   Date: 2015/07/29 
%   Desc: 
%       Used to extract data from the recorded .sev files. Each .sev file 
%       is assigned to one channel and contains a 40 byte header followed 
%       by data. 
% 
%       sourceDir: the source folder for the .sev files 
% 
%       targetDir: the target folder for the .mat file. 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
function Header = blocksev2mat(Header, params) 
%% Initialize variables 
 
% sourceDir = uigetdir('', 'Select Tank Folder'); 
 
sourceDir = Header.info.blockPath; % The source directory of the *.sev files (block) 
% targetDir = Header.info.blockPath; % The location where you want to save the 
extracted data 
 
if ~isfield(params, 'targetDir'); 
    targetDir = uigetdir('', 'Select Output Folder'); 
else 
    targetDir = params.targetDir; 
end 
 
startTime = ''; 
 
 
%% Load tank/block time information 
 
disp('Load tank/block time information'); 
 
if isempty(startTime) 
    tsqList =  dir(fullfile(sourceDir, '*.tsq')); 
 
    if isempty(tsqList) 
        error('Cannot find block data in source directory.'); 
    end % END IF isempty(tsqList) 
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    % Open Block data file 
    tsq = fopen(fullfile(sourceDir, tsqList(1).name), 'r'); 
     
    % allocate variables 
    tsqStartTimeStamp = 0; 
    tsqStopTimeStamp = 0; 
    discard = 0; 
    count = 0; 
     
    % Find the first initialized startTime 
    while (tsqStartTimeStamp == 0 || count >=100) 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'long'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'long'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'long'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'uint16'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'uint16'); 
        tsqStartTimeStamp = fread(tsq, 1, 'double'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'uint64'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'long'); 
        discard = fread(tsq, 1, 'float'); 
         
        count = count+1; 
    end % END WHILE tsqTimeStamp 
     
    % Go to the start of the last timestamp 
    fseek(tsq, -24, 'eof'); 
     
    % Extract the last timestamp 
    tsqStopTimeStamp = fread(tsq, 1, 'double'); 
         
    fclose(tsq); 
    
    timeRef = datenum('1970', 'yyyy'); % Setup a reference date (Jan-1 1970) 
    startTimeMatlab = timeRef + tsqStartTimeStamp / 8.64e4; % Convert the 
tsqStartTimeStamp into days and add the days to the reference date 
    startTimeMatlab = startTimeMatlab - 7/24; % Arizona time is GMT-7:00 
    startTimeMatlabString = datestr(startTimeMatlab, 'yyyymmdd HH:MM:SS'); % Convert 
to string 
     
    stopTimeMatlab = timeRef + tsqStopTimeStamp / 8.64e4; % Convert the 
tsqStopTimeStamp into days and add the days to the reference date 
    stopTimeMatlab = stopTimeMatlab - 7/24; % Arizona time is GMT-7:00 
    stopTimeMatlabString = datestr(stopTimeMatlab, 'yyyymmdd HH:MM:SS'); % Convert to 
string 
     
    duration = stopTimeMatlab - startTimeMatlab; 
    durationString = datestr(duration, 'HH:MM:SS'); 
     
    Header.info.dateStart = startTimeMatlabString(1:8); 
    Header.info.dateStop = stopTimeMatlabString(1:8); 
    Header.info.startTime = startTimeMatlabString(10:end); 
    Header.info.stopTime = stopTimeMatlabString(10:end); 
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    Header.info.duration = durationString; 
else 
    Header.info.dateStart = ''; 
    Header.info.dateStop = ''; 
    Header.info.startTime = startTime; 
    Header.info.stopTime = -1; 
    Header.info.duration = -1; 
end % END IF 
 
Header.info.targetDir = targetDir; 
 
startTime = Header.info.startTime; 
 
%% Extract Header and Test for the length of the sev files 
 
disp('Extract Header and Test for the length of the sev files'); 
 
fileList = dir(fullfile(sourceDir, '*.sev')); 
 
if length(fileList) < 1 
    warning(['No .sev files found in: ', sourceDir]) 
end % END IF length(fileList) < 1 
 
% List of allowed formats 
allowedFormats = {'single','int32','int16','int8','double','int64'}; 
allowedFormatsSize = [16, 32, 16, 8, 32, 64]; 
% Output the Header once to a .mat file 
headerCount = 0; 
 
% Extract the filename for the data. 
exprStr = '([A-Za-z0-9\_]+)\_DSP[0-9]\_Ch[0-9]\.[sev]'; 
fileName = regexp(fileList(1).name, exprStr, 'Tokens'); 
fileName = fileName{1}{1}; 
 
outputName = [fileName, '.mat']; 
outputPath = fullfile(targetDir, outputName); 
 
filePath = fullfile(sourceDir, fileList(1).name); 
FID = fopen(filePath, 'rb'); 
 
if FID < 0 
    warning(['Cannot open: ' filePath]) 
    return 
end % END IF FID < 0 
 
tmpHeader = struct(); 
 
tmpHeader.fileSizeBytes = fread(FID,1,'uint64'); 
tmpHeader.fileType      = char(fread(FID,3,'char')'); 
tmpHeader.fileVersion   = fread(FID,1,'char'); 
 
% Extrct Header information 
if tmpHeader.fileVersion < 3 
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    % Event name 
    if tmpHeader.fileVersion == 2 
        tmpHeader.eventName  = char(fread(FID,4,'char')'); 
    else 
        tmpHeader.eventName  = fliplr(char(fread(FID,4,'char')')); 
    end % END IF fileVersion 
     
    tmpHeader.channel     = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Current channel 
    tmpHeader.numChan     = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Number of channels 
    tmpHeader.numByteSamp = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Number of bytes per sample 
    reserved              = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Reserved segment 
     
    % Data format in lower four bits 
    tmpHeader.dataFormat = allowedFormats{bitand(fread(FID, 1, 'uint8'),7)+1}; 
     
    % Items used to calculate Fs 
    tmpHeader.decimate   = fread(FID, 1, 'uint8'); 
    tmpHeader.rate       = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); 
     
    % Reserved tags 
    reserved = fread(FID, 1, 'uint64'); 
    reserved = fread(FID, 2, 'uint16'); 
     
else 
    error(['Unknown file version: ' num2str(tmpHeader.fileVersion)]); 
end % END IF fileVersion 
 
fclose(FID); 
 
% Determine sampling rate 
if tmpHeader.fileVersion > 0 
    tmpHeader.Fs = 2^(tmpHeader.rate)*25000000/2^12/tmpHeader.decimate; 
    %         exists = isfield(tmpData, streamHeader.eventName); 
else 
    tmpHeader.dForm = 'single'; 
    tmpHeader.Fs = 0; 
    s = regexp(file_list(ii).name, '_', 'split'); 
    tmpHeader.eventName = s{end-1}; 
    tmpHeader.channelNum = str2double(regexp(s{end}, '\d+', 'match')); 
    warning('%s has empty header; assuming %s ch %d format %s and fs = %.2f\nupgrade 
to OpenEx v2.18 or above\n', ... 
        file_list(ii).name, tmpHeader.eventName, ... 
        tmpHeader.channelNum, tmpHeader.dataFormat, 24414.0625); 
     
    exists = 1; 
    %data.(tmpHeader.eventName).fs = tmpHeader.fs; 
    tmpHeader.Fs = 24414.0625; 
end % END IF fileVersion > 0 
 
% numSamp = tmpHeader.fileSizeBytes/ tmpHeader.numByteSamp - 10; 
% numSec = numSamp / tmpHeader.Fs; 
 
% if numSec <= time2Extract(2) 
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%     error('The time-of-interest range is beyond the scope of this file'); 
% end % END IF 
 
Header.info.sevFs = tmpHeader.Fs; 
Header.info.fileVersion = tmpHeader.fileVersion; 
% Header.info.numSamp = numSamp; 
% Header.numSampSegment = diff(time2Extract)*Header.Fs; 
Header.info.dataFormat = 'double'; 
Header.info.outputPath = outputPath; 
Header.info.outputName = outputName; 
 
%% Extract data 
 
disp('Extract data'); 
 
for ii = 1:length(fileList) 
     
    filePath = fullfile(sourceDir, fileList(ii).name); 
    FID = fopen(filePath, 'rb'); 
     
    if FID < 0 
        warning(['Cannot open: ' filePath]) 
        return 
    end % END IF FID < 0 
     
    % create and fill tmpHeader struct 
    tmpHeader = []; 
     
    tmpHeader.fileSizeBytes = fread(FID,1,'uint64'); 
    tmpHeader.fileType      = char(fread(FID,3,'char')'); 
    tmpHeader.fileVersion   = fread(FID,1,'char'); 
     
    % Extrct Header information 
    if tmpHeader.fileVersion < 3 
        % Event name 
        if tmpHeader.fileVersion == 2 
            tmpHeader.eventName  = char(fread(FID,4,'char')'); 
        else 
            tmpHeader.eventName  = fliplr(char(fread(FID,4,'char')')); 
        end % END IF fileVersion 
         
        tmpHeader.channel     = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Current channel 
        tmpHeader.numChan     = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Number of channels 
        tmpHeader.numByteSamp = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Number of bytes per sample 
        reserved              = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); % Reserved segment 
         
        % Data format in lower four bits 
        tmpHeader.dataFormat = allowedFormats{bitand(fread(FID, 1, 'uint8'),7)+1}; 
         
        % Items used to calculate Fs 
        tmpHeader.decimate   = fread(FID, 1, 'uint8'); 
        tmpHeader.rate       = fread(FID, 1, 'uint16'); 
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        % Reserved tags 
        reserved = fread(FID, 1, 'uint64'); 
        reserved = fread(FID, 2, 'uint16'); 
         
    else 
        error(['Unknown file version: ' num2str(tmpHeader.fileVersion)]); 
    end % END IF fileVersion 
         
    for kk = 1:size(allowedFormats,2) 
         
        if strcmp(tmpHeader.dataFormat, allowedFormats{kk}) 
            numByte = allowedFormatsSize(kk); 
        end % END IF 
         
    end % END FOR 
    % fseek to the start of the segment of interest 
%     fseek(FID, floor(time2Extract(1)*Header.Fs) * numByte , 'bof'); 
%     tmpData = fread(FID, diff(time2Extract)*Header.Fs, ['*' 
tmpHeader.dataFormat])'; % Read data from file 
    tmpData = fread(FID, inf, ['*' tmpHeader.dataFormat])'; 
     
    varName = ['C', num2str(ii)]; % Name the channel variable 
    eval([varName '=tmpData;']); % Set the channel variable to tmpData 
     
        % Save Header to file/Create save file 
    if headerCount == 0 
        Header.info.numSamp = size(tmpData,2); 
        Header.info.numChan = length(fileList); 
        save(outputPath, 'Header', '-v7.3') 
        headerCount = 1; 
    end % END headerCount == 0 
     
    save(outputPath, varName, '-append') % Save the channel variable 
     
    clear(varName); 
     
end % END FOR 
end % END FUNCTION 
 
% EOF 

 

B.4 Marker extraction 

%% Marker extraction 
 
% Gets markers from Header created by "ConvertSev2Mat_script.m" file.  
%  
% Markers that are less than 1 second apart will be extracted in one 
% chunk. Some markers have been sent over together and will be grouped, 
% others are too close for separation (e.g. a Start Moving followed quickly 
% by a Stop Moving marker). 
 
% To save the marker table at the end, use this command: 
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% save('file_name.mat','marker_table') 
% 
save('file_name.mat','marker_table','timestamps_depth','timestamps_start','timestamps
_stop','electrode_depth','start_markers','stop_markers') 
 
% load data file varaiable "Header" 
 
x = Header.data.Mark.data; % x is character string of markers 
y = Header.data.Mark.time; % y is a double of timestamps 
 
%% find segments containing a marker 
 
i = 1; % to start loop 
count = 0; % marker count 
while i <= length(y); % run for as long as the vector of timestamps 
    lower_bound = y(i); % set lower search bound 
    upper_bound = y(i) + 1; % set upper search bound 
    segment = find(y >= lower_bound & y < upper_bound); % find the indicies of the 
marker 
    if length(segment) > 0; % ensures no empty markers 
        count = count + 1; % marker count 
        marker_idx(count) = i; % marker indicies 
        markers(count) = {x(segment)}; % array of markers 
        i = i + length(segment); % set i to be index after current marker segment 
    else 
        i = i + 1; % move to next index; ensures loop doesn't get stuck if segment is 
empty 
    end 
end 
 
%% create table of timestamps and markers 
 
timestamps = y(marker_idx); % extract timestamps 
corrected_timestamps = timestamps - timestamps(1); % correct timestamps for nonzero 
start 
var_names = {'Time','Marker'}; % variable names for table 
marker_table = table(corrected_timestamps',markers','VariableNames',var_names); % 
table of markers 
 
%% pull out depth, start, and stop markers 
 
% find timestamps for specific markers and correct timestamps 
% depth 
timestamps_depth = y(strfind(x,'Depth')); 
timestamps_depth = timestamps_depth - timestamps(1); 
 
% start 
timestamps_start = y(strfind(x,'StartMoving')); 
timestamps_start = timestamps_start - timestamps(1); 
 
% stop 
timestamps_stop = y(strfind(x,'StopMoving')); 
timestamps_stop = timestamps_stop - timestamps(1); 
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% define patterns and extract markers 
% depth 
pat_depth = "Depth=" + digitsPattern(1,2) + '.' + digitsPattern(2); % adds digits for 
depth values 
electrode_depth = extract(x,pat_depth); 
 
% start 
pat_start = "StartMoving"; 
start_markers = extract(x,pat_start); 
 
% stop 
pat_stop = "StopMoving"; 
stop_markers = extract(x,pat_stop); 
 
%% ONLY IN SOME FILES 
 
% If there is an extra "depth" in the very first first marker, that will not be 
picked up in the pattern above.  
% It's unnecessary. The first timestamp for depth is deleted for accuracy with the 
command below. 
 
% timestamps_depth(1) = [];  
 
 

B.5 Prepare segments for SPC 

%% Setup and plot unfiltered data 
 
% Convert recorded data to double for analysis 
x = double(C1); 
 
% Get sampling rate from Header, different in some files 
Fs = Header.info.sevFs; % sampling frequency 
% Fs = Header.Fs; % sampling frequency 
 
% Generate frequency basis for single sided spectrum 
L = length(x); % length of signal 
t = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
NFFT = 2^14; % for fft 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % single sided spectrum 
 
figure; % view raw data from depth electrode 
plot(t,x,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('Raw Data'); 
 
%% high-pass filter and plot data 
 
% high-pass filter 
order = 1; 
Rp = 1; % pass-band ripple in db 
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Rs = 60; % stop-band attenuation in db 
Fc = 400; % cutoff frequency 
[z,p,k] = butter(order,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); 
% [z,p,k] = ellip(order,Rp,Rs,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); 
[SOS,G] = zp2sos(z,p,k);% convert to SOS structure to use filter analysis tool 
% fvtool(SOS); 
 
tic; 
x_hpfilt = filtfilt(SOS,G,x); % apply filter 
toc 
 
figure; % view high-pass filtered data from depth electrode 
plot(x_hpfilt,'k'); 
xlabel('Index'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('High-Pass Filtered Data'); 
 
%% 
 
reg_start = 10000000; % idx 
reg_end = 70000000; 
x_trunc = x(reg_start:reg_end); % extract truncated data for spike sorting, note this 
is not filtered data 
x_trunc_hpfilt = x_hpfilt(reg_start:reg_end); % extract truncated data 
t_trunc = t(reg_start:reg_end); % truncated time vector for spike sorting 
 
figure; % view truncated data 
ax1 = subplot(2,1,1); 
plot(t_trunc, x_trunc,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('Truncated Data Region for Spike Sorting--NOT FILTERED'); 
ax2 = subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(t_trunc, x_trunc_hpfilt,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('Truncated Data Region for Spike Sorting--FILTERED'); 
 
%% 
% data = x_trunc; 
% data = x_trunc_hpfilt; 
data = x_trunc_sub_stim; 
time = t_trunc - t_trunc(1); 
sr = Fs; 
 
% for entire file 
% data = double(C1); 
% time = 0:1/sr:(L-1)/sr; 
 
%% save files 
 
% in current folder 
string_save = input('What is the file name? '); 
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% 'ForSPC_2021PB01_STN_notfiltered.mat' 
save(string_save,'data','time','sr'); 
 
% in a subfolder 
% folder = mkdir(input('Name of segment folder to create: ')); 
% % 'Segment#' 
% string_save = input('What is the file name? '); 
% % 'Segment#\Segment#_PatientID_anatomicalregion_notfiltered.mat' 
%  
% save(string_save,'data','time','sr'); 
 

 

B.6 SPC for spike sorting 

%% SPC for spike sorting 
 
% Change current folder to the data segment  
% Load data segment 
% Data segments should be ready for superparamagnetic clustering for spike sorting. 
% Each segment file should contain the following variables: 
 
    % data  --The raw (unfiltered) data vector for each recording segment 
    % sr    --The sampling rate 
    % time  --The time vector for each recording segment 
     
%% wave_clus GUI for SPC 
 
wave_clus % call up the GUI 
 
% Inside the GUI 
% 1. Load data. Click "Load data" and select the desired recording segment 
% file (should bring up your current folder from Matlab). 
% 2. An automatic group of suggested clusters will pop up. Cluster 0 is the 
% unsorted cluster. Things you can look at to find the best clusters: 
    % -- The threshold is shown on the top figure. Default is 5 standard 
    % deviations. This can be changed in "Set parameters" (along with other 
    % parameters). 
    % -- "Change temperature" button at the bottom: the cross hairs will 
    % also change the min cluster size 
    % -- "Plot all projections" button: ensure clusters are separated 
    % -- Examine the ISI: If you have too many short ISIs (< 3 ms), you may 
    % have multiple units clustering together. 
    % -- Reject weird waveforms that are not spike shaped 
    % -- "Fix" checkbox will hold that cluster constant while you change 
    % temperature. 
    % -- "Merge" will put two clusters that have their "Fix" boxes checked 
    % into one cluster. 
    % -- "Force" will put individual waveforms that did not cluster into 
    % the closest one. 
% 3. Once you are satisfied with the clusters, push the "Save clusters" 
% button--files will be created in the current folder (which should be the 
% segment folder.) 
% 4. In a few cases, you may want to adjust the clustering after looking at 
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% the marked spikes with the code below. 
 
% Load times_segment file 
 
%% high pass filter 
 
order = 2; 
fmin = 300; 
fmax = 3000; 
[b,a] = ellip(order,0.1,40,[fmin fmax]*2/sr); 
 
% figure; 
% freqz(b,a); 
 
data_hpfilt = filtfilt(b, a, data); 
 
% 
cluster_class(:,3) = spikes(:,20); % add peak value to cluster_class variable 
cluster_class(:,2) = cluster_class(:,2)/1000; % correct spike times 
cluster_num = max(cluster_class(:,1)) + 1; 
 
% plotting 
 
colors = [[0 1 1];[0 0 1];[1 0 0];[0 1 0];[1 1 0];[0.74 0.20 0.64];[1.00 0.55 
0.01];[0.65 0.48 0.36]]; 
labels = ['Cluster 0'; 'Cluster 1'; 'Cluster 2'; 'Cluster 3'; 'Cluster 4'; 'Cluster 
5'; 'Cluster 6'; 'Cluster 7']; 
 
figure; 
plot(time,data_hpfilt,'k'); 
hold on; 
for i = 1:cluster_num 
    cluster_idx = find(cluster_class(:,1) == i - 1); 
    p(i) = 
plot(cluster_class(cluster_idx,2),cluster_class(cluster_idx,3),'o','Color',colors(i,:
)); 
end 
hold off; 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
legend(p,labels,'Location','northeast'); 

 
 

B.7 Get AP aligned average LFP from SPC spikes 

%% Load data 
 
% entire raw traces for LFP 
% selected segment cluster_class 
 
%% Setup and plot unfiltered data 
 
% Convert recorded data to double for analysis 
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x = double(C1); 
 
% Get sampling rate from Header, different in some files 
Fs = Header.info.sevFs; % sampling frequency 
% Fs = Header.Fs; % sampling frequency 
 
% Generate frequency basis for single sided spectrum 
L = length(x); % length of signal 
t = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
NFFT = 2^14; % for fft 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % single sided spectrum 
 
figure; % view raw data from depth electrode 
plot(t,x,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('Raw Data'); 
 
my_colors = ['#0072BD'; '#EE442F'; '#EDB120'; '#7E2F8E'; '#63ACBE']; 
 
%% 
 
seg_start = input('What is the idx for the segment start? '); % idx 
neuron = input('Which cluster (neuron) do you want? '); 
cluster_idx = find(cluster_class(:,1) == neuron); 
neuron_seg_times = cluster_class(cluster_idx,2)/1000; 
neuron_seg_idx = round(neuron_seg_times*Fs); 
neuron_idx = neuron_seg_idx + seg_start; 
str_neuron = input('What is the neuron number? Enter as string! '); 
str_neuron = ['Neuron ' str_neuron]; 
 
%% low pass filter from Bradley 
 
order = 3; 
Rp = 1; % pass-band ripple in db 
Rs = 60; % stop-band attenuation in db 
Fc = 250; % cutoff frequency - 250 Hz will remove most low frequency LFP %this 
doesn't make sense? Will remove high frequency? 
Fs = Fs; % sampling frequency of data (the specific Fs should be in the data file)  
 
[z,p,k] = ellip(order,Rp,Rs,Fc/(Fs/2),'low'); % building (setup) filter                                                                                            
% [z,p,k] = butter(order,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); % butterworth filter 
 
[SOS,G] = zp2sos(z,p,k);% convert to SOS structure to use filter analysis tool 
 
% tool to look at filter 
% fvtool(SOS); 
 
tic; 
lfp = filtfilt(SOS,G,x);  %running filter 
toc 
 
%% notch filters for 60, 120, 180, 240 Hz 
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% 60 Hz 
d60 = designfilt('bandstopiir','FilterOrder',2, 
'HalfPowerFrequency1',59,'HalfPowerFrequency2',61, 
'DesignMethod','butter','SampleRate',Fs); 
% fvtool(d60,'Fs',Fs) % for viewing filter 
lfp = filtfilt(d60,lfp); 
 
% 120 Hz 
d120 = designfilt('bandstopiir','FilterOrder',2, 
'HalfPowerFrequency1',119,'HalfPowerFrequency2',121, 
'DesignMethod','butter','SampleRate',Fs); 
% fvtool(d120,'Fs',Fs) % for viewing filter 
lfp = filtfilt(d120,lfp); 
 
% 180 Hz 
d180 = designfilt('bandstopiir','FilterOrder',2, 
'HalfPowerFrequency1',179,'HalfPowerFrequency2',181, 
'DesignMethod','butter','SampleRate',Fs); 
% fvtool(d180,'Fs',Fs) % for viewing filter 
lfp = filtfilt(d180,lfp); 
 
% 240 Hz 
d240 = designfilt('bandstopiir','FilterOrder',2, 
'HalfPowerFrequency1',239,'HalfPowerFrequency2',241, 
'DesignMethod','butter','SampleRate',Fs); 
% fvtool(d240,'Fs',Fs) % for viewing filter 
lfp = filtfilt(d240,lfp); 
 
% plot lfp 
figure; 
plot(lfp,'k'); 
xlabel('Index'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('Low-pass filtered data (LFP)'); 
 
%% get lfp snippets 
 
lfp_wavelength = 2; % seconds 
lfp_number_of_samples = Fs*lfp_wavelength; 
 
% setup time base 
lfp_time_base = round(-0.5*lfp_number_of_samples :0.5*lfp_number_of_samples -1);  
 
% neuron 
[neuron_lfp_time_base_mat,neuron_lfp_loc_mat] = meshgrid(lfp_time_base,neuron_idx); 
neuron_lfp_snippet_idx = neuron_lfp_time_base_mat + neuron_lfp_loc_mat;  
 
neuron_lfp_snippets = lfp(neuron_lfp_snippet_idx); 
 
% plot mean aligned lfp 
 
time_lfp = lfp_time_base/Fs; 
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neuron_lfp_mean = mean(neuron_lfp_snippets); 
 
% figure; 
% plot(time_lfp,neuron_mean_lfp,'r-'); 
% xlabel('Time (s)'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% title('STN LFP aligned on STN Neuron APs'); 
 
% figure; % plot all snippets 
% plot(time_lfp,neuron_lfp_snippets); 
% xlabel('Time (s)'); 
% ylabel('LFP (V)'); 
% title(['All LFP Snippets ' str_neuron]); 
 
%% get sem, jittered lfp 
 
% standard error of lfp 
neuron_lfp_snippets_sem = std(neuron_lfp_snippets)/sqrt(height(neuron_lfp_snippets)); 
plus_sem = (neuron_lfp_mean + 2.75*neuron_lfp_snippets_sem); 
minus_sem = (neuron_lfp_mean - 2.75*neuron_lfp_snippets_sem); 
 
% jittered lfp 
neuron_times = t(neuron_idx); 
jitter_times = rand(1,length(neuron_idx))*2 - 1; 
neuron_times_jittered = neuron_times +jitter_times; 
neuron_idx_jittered = round(neuron_times_jittered*Fs); 
 
[jitter_lfp_time_base_mat,jitter_lfp_loc_mat] = 
meshgrid(lfp_time_base,neuron_idx_jittered); 
jitter_lfp_snippet_idx = jitter_lfp_time_base_mat + jitter_lfp_loc_mat;  
 
jitter_lfp_snippets = lfp(jitter_lfp_snippet_idx); 
jitter_lfp_mean = mean(jitter_lfp_snippets); 
jitter_lfp_snippets_sem = std(jitter_lfp_snippets)/sqrt(height(jitter_lfp_snippets)); 
jitter_plus_sem = (jitter_lfp_mean + 2.75*jitter_lfp_snippets_sem); 
jitter_minus_sem = (jitter_lfp_mean - 2.75*jitter_lfp_snippets_sem); 
 
% plot 
figure; 
plot(time_lfp, neuron_lfp_mean,'r-'); 
hold on 
plot(time_lfp, jitter_lfp_mean,'k-'); 
patch([time_lfp fliplr(time_lfp)], [plus_sem fliplr(minus_sem)], 'r', 
'FaceAlpha',[0.2],'EdgeAlpha',[0]) 
patch([time_lfp fliplr(time_lfp)], [jitter_plus_sem fliplr(jitter_minus_sem)], 'k', 
'FaceAlpha',[0.2],'EdgeAlpha',[0]) 
hold off 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title(['STN LFP aligned on APs of STN ' str_neuron]); 
legend(str_neuron, ['Jittered ' str_neuron]); 
 
%% LFP spectrogram 
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params.tapers=[3 5]; params.pad=2; params.Fs=Fs; params.fpass=[0 250]; 
params.trialave=1; % parameters for chronux functions 
E = neuron_times; % event times (APs) 
win = [1 1]; % window around events 
movingwin = [0.5 0.1]; % duration of moving window used to evaluate spectrograms 
 
[Slfp,tlfp,flfp]=mtspecgramtrigc(lfp,E,win,movingwin,params); % generating variables 
for spectrum, time, and frequency of lfp 
 
spectrum_time = tlfp - tlfp(length(tlfp)/2); % centering events on time zero 
 
figure;  
imagesc(spectrum_time,flfp,10*log10(Slfp)'); axis xy; colorbar; % plot spectrogram 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
title([str_neuron ' AP aligned LFP Spectrogram']); 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'Power'; 
% caxis([0 100]); 
 
%% firing rate 
 
avg_fr = length(neuron_seg_times)/(neuron_seg_times(end)-neuron_seg_times(1)); 
isi = diff(neuron_seg_times); 
 
binwidth = 2; % seconds 
edges = [0:binwidth:(neuron_seg_times(end) + binwidth)]; 
fr_bins = histcounts(neuron_seg_times,edges)/binwidth; 
 
figure; 
plot(edges(1:end-1),fr_bins,'k'); % ,'LineWidth',1.5 
title(['Firing Rate ' str_neuron]); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Firing Rate (Hz)'); 
% yline(avg_fr,'r'); 
 
%% LFP Power spectrum 
 
% Generate frequency basis for single sided spectrum 
L = length(x); % length of signal 
% L = length(neuron_mean_lfp); % length of signal 
t = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
NFFT = 2^14; % for fft 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % single sided spectrum 
 
neuron_fft = fft(neuron_lfp_mean,NFFT)/L; % calculate fourier transform 
neuron_pxx = abs(neuron_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)); % convert Y to signal sided power spectrum 
 
jitter_fft = fft(jitter_lfp_mean,NFFT)/L; % calculate fourier transform 
jitter_pxx = abs(jitter_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)); % convert Y to signal sided power spectrum 
 
figure; 
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loglog(f,neuron_pxx,'k'); 
semilogx(f,abs(neuron_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)),'Color','r','LineWidth',0.5); 
hold on 
semilogx(f,abs(jitter_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)),'Color','k','LineWidth',0.5); 
 
%% histograms of lfp volts 
 
edges = min(neuron_lfp_mean):1e-6:max(neuron_lfp_mean); 
 
figure; 
histogram(neuron_lfp_mean,edges,'FaceColor','r'); 
hold on 
histogram(jitter_lfp_mean,edges,'FaceColor','k'); 
hold off 
xlabel('LFP (V)'); 
ylabel('Count'); 
legend('Neuron','Jitter'); 
title('Histogram Mean STA LFP Values'); 
 
%% import cortical data 
 
%% initial data processing and filtering 
 
cortical_raw_array = {C2; C6; C7; C8; C9; C10; C11; C12; C13; C14; C15; C16; C17; 
C18; C19; C20}; 
% C3; C4; C5; 
 
% convert to double 
for i = 1:height(cortical_raw_array); 
    cortical_raw = cortical_raw_array{i}; 
    cortical_double = double(cortical_raw); 
    array_cortical_raw_double(i,:) = {cortical_double}; % store raw data (double) in 
array 
% low-pass filter for lfp 
% see above filter sections for parameters 
    cortical_lfp = filtfilt(SOS,G,cortical_double); % Bradley's low pass filter 
    % cortical_lfp = filtfilt(Hd.sosmatrix, Hd.scalevalues, cortical_double); % 
Dakota's bandpass filter 
% notch filters     
    cortical_lfp = filtfilt(d60,cortical_lfp); % 60 Hz notch 
    cortical_lfp = filtfilt(d120,cortical_lfp); 
    cortical_lfp = filtfilt(d180,cortical_lfp); 
    cortical_lfp = filtfilt(d240,cortical_lfp); 
    array_cortical_lfp(i,:) = {cortical_lfp}; % store low-pass filtered (lfp) data in 
array 
end 
 
%% get cortical lfp snippets and mean, standard error of the mean, jitter 
 
for i = 1:height(array_cortical_lfp); 
    cortical_lfp = array_cortical_lfp{i}; 
    neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets = cortical_lfp(neuron_lfp_snippet_idx); 
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    neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet = mean(neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets); % mean AP 
aligned cortical lfp 
    neuron_sem_cortical_lfp = 
std(neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets)/sqrt(height(neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets)); % sem 
    neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp = (neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet + 
2*neuron_sem_cortical_lfp); % mean plus 2*sem 
    neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp = (neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet - 
2*neuron_sem_cortical_lfp); % mean minus 2*sem 
     
    % store neuron cortical AP-aligned lfp variables in arrays 
    array_neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets(i,:) = {neuron_cortical_lfp_snippets}; % store 
snippets in array 
    array_neuron_mean_cortical_lfp(i,:) = {neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet}; % store 
mean snippet in array 
    array_neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp(i,1) = 
{neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp}; % store plus sem in array 
    array_neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp(i,1) = 
{neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp}; % store minus sem in array 
     
    % get jittered lfp 
    jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets = cortical_lfp(jitter_lfp_snippet_idx); 
    jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet = mean(jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets); 
    jitter_sem_cortical_lfp = 
std(jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets)/sqrt(height(jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets)); 
    jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp = (jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet + 
2*jitter_sem_cortical_lfp); 
    jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp = (jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet - 
2*jitter_sem_cortical_lfp); 
     
    % store jitter variables in arrays 
    array_jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets(i,:) = {jitter_cortical_lfp_snippets}; 
    array_jitter_mean_cortical_lfp(i,1) = {jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet}; 
    array_jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp(i,1) = 
{jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp}; 
    array_jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp(i,1) = 
{jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp}; 
end 
 
%% plot cortical lfps with jitter 
 
pos_subplot = [1,5,9,13,2,6,10,14,3,7,11,15,4,8,12,16]; 
titles_subplot = 
['C02';'C06';'C07';'C08';'C09';'C10';'C11';'C12';'C13';'C14';'C15';'C16';'C17';'C18';
'C19';'C20']; 
 
figure; 
for i = 1:16 %height(array_neuron_mean_cortical_lfp); 
    subplot(4,4,pos_subplot(i)); 
    neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet = array_neuron_mean_cortical_lfp{i}; 
    plot(time_lfp,neuron_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet,'r-'); 
    hold on 
    neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp = array_neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp{i};  
    neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp = array_neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp{i}; 
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    patch([time_lfp, fliplr(time_lfp)], [neuron_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp, 
fliplr(neuron_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp)], 'r', 'FaceAlpha',[0.2],'EdgeAlpha',[0]) 
    xlabel('Time (s)'); 
    ylabel('Volts'); 
    %title(titles_subplot(i,:)); 
    ylim([-2e-5 2e-5]); 
    % ylim([-0.00002 0.000008]); 
    % add jitter to plot 
    jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet = array_jitter_mean_cortical_lfp{i}; 
    jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp = array_jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp{i}; 
    jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp = array_jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp{i}; 
    plot(time_lfp, jitter_mean_cortical_lfp_snippet,'k-'); 
    patch([time_lfp, fliplr(time_lfp)], [jitter_mean_plus_sem_cortical_lfp, 
fliplr(jitter_mean_minus_sem_cortical_lfp)], 'k', 'FaceAlpha',[0.2],'EdgeAlpha',[0]) 
    hold off 
end 
sgtitle(['Cortical LFP aligned on STN ' str_neuron ' APs']); 
 
 

B.8 Automate finding stim block on/off and prep segments for PARRM 

% PARRM prep stim trial segments 
% Author: Ashley Guest 
% Date: 1/2022 
 
% Visual ispection is advised as variability between duration of on/off 
% blocks can throw off the search area. (Suggestion: adjust the 
% extend_factor variable.) Additionally, artifacts from movement, etc. must be 
manually 
% deleted. 
 
clear; clc; close all; 
 
% load data 
% load variables C1 and Header 
 
%% visualize raw data 
 
% Get sampling rate from Header, different in some files 
try 
    Fs = Header.info.sevFs; % sampling frequency 
catch 
    Fs = Header.Fs; % sampling frequency 
end 
data = double(C1); 
L = length(data); % length of signal 
time = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
 
figure; 
plot(time,data,'k') 
title("Raw Data") 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Volts') 
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%% high pass filter 
 
order = 2; 
fmin = 300; 
fmax = 3000; 
[b,a] = ellip(order,0.1,40,[fmin fmax]*2/Fs); 
 
% figure; 
% freqz(b,a); 
 
data_hpfilt = filtfilt(b, a, data); 
 
% plotting 
 
% figure; % by time 
% plot(time,data_hpfilt,'k'); 
% xlabel('Time (s)'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% title('High pass filtered data') 
 
figure; % by index 
plot(data_hpfilt,'k'); 
xlabel('Index'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title('High pass filtered data') 
 
%% set variables specific to this file (see PARRM excel) 
 
threshold = 2.5e-3; % volts 
trunc_start = 8652656; 
trunc_end = 90867647; 
extend_factor = 17; % seconds to jump forward for next block 
 
 
%% find first and last peaks 
 
% get start points 
 
% set up 
time_trunc = time(trunc_start:trunc_end); % truncating time, raw data, and filtered 
data vectors to remove large artifacts 
raw_trunc = data(trunc_start:trunc_end); 
data_trunc = data_hpfilt(trunc_start:trunc_end); 
 
 
data_next = data_trunc; 
vec_fwd = 1:1:length(data_trunc); 
vec_fwd_next = vec_fwd; 
 
extend = round(Fs*extend_factor); 
locs = 0; 
count = 0; 
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locs_all_start = []; 
idx_tracker = 0; 
pks_all_start = []; 
locs_all_start = []; 
 
% start of loop 
 
while 1 
 
next_idx = locs + extend; 
data_next = data_next(next_idx:end); 
vec_fwd_next = vec_fwd_next(next_idx:end); 
 
if isempty(data_next) 
    break 
end 
 
% find threshold crossings 
[pks,locs_fwd] = 
findpeaks(data_next,vec_fwd_next,'MinPeakHeight',threshold,'NPeaks',1); % peaks and 
locations in terms of truncated index. 
[pks,locs] = findpeaks(data_next,'MinPeakHeight',threshold,'NPeaks',1); % peaks and 
locations in terms of truncated index.  
 
if isempty(pks) 
    break 
end 
 
% figure; % view data with threshold crossings 
%  
% subplot(2,1,1) 
% plot(data_next,'k'); 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% hold on 
% yline(threshold,'b'); 
% plot(locs,pks,'ro'); 
% hold off 
% title('Next data piece'); 
%  
% subplot(2,1,2) 
% plot(data_next,'k'); 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% hold on 
% yline(threshold,'b'); 
% plot(locs,pks,'ro'); 
% hold off 
% title('zoomed in'); 
% xlim([(locs - 0.5*Fs) (locs + 0.5*Fs)]) 
 
count = count + 1; 
%idx_tracker = locs + idx_tracker + extend; 
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pks_all_start(count) = pks; 
locs_all_start(count) = locs_fwd; 
 
end 
 
% figure; 
% plot(data_trunc,'k'); 
% hold on 
% plot(locs_all_start,pks_all_start,'go') 
% hold off 
% title('data with starts marked') 
 
% get end points 
 
% set up 
data_trunc_flipped = flip(data_trunc); 
data_next = data_trunc_flipped; 
vec_rev = -1*(length(data_trunc_flipped)):1:-1; 
vec_rev_next = vec_rev; 
 
locs = 0; 
count = 0; 
locs_all_end = []; 
idx_tracker = 0; 
next_idx = 1; 
pks_all_end_rev = []; 
locs_all_end_rev = []; 
 
% start of loop 
 
while 1 
 
next_idx = locs + extend; 
data_next = data_next(next_idx:end); 
vec_rev_next = vec_rev_next(next_idx:end); 
 
if isempty(data_next) 
    break 
end 
 
% find threshold crossings 
[pks,locs_rev] = 
findpeaks(data_next,vec_rev_next,'MinPeakHeight',threshold,'NPeaks',1); % peaks and 
locations in terms of truncated index.  
[pks,locs] = findpeaks(data_next,'MinPeakHeight',threshold,'NPeaks',1); 
 
if isempty(pks) 
    break 
end 
 
% figure; % view data with threshold crossings 
%  
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% %subplot(2,1,1) 
% plot(vec_rev_next,data_next,'k'); 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% hold on 
% yline(threshold,'b'); 
% plot(locs_rev,pks,'ro'); 
% hold off 
% title('Next data piece'); 
 
% subplot(2,1,2) 
% plot(data_next,'k'); 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% hold on 
% yline(threshold,'b'); 
% plot(locs,pks,'ro'); 
% hold off 
% title('zoomed in'); 
% xlim([(locs - 0.5*Fs) (locs + 0.5*Fs)]) 
 
count = count + 1; 
%idx_tracker = locs + idx_tracker + extend; 
 
pks_all_end_rev(count) = pks; 
locs_all_end_rev(count) = locs_rev; 
 
end 
 
% figure; 
% plot(vec_rev,data_trunc_flipped,'k'); 
% hold on 
% plot(locs_all_end_rev,pks_all_end_rev,'ro') 
% hold off 
% title('reversed data with stops marked') 
 
pks_all_end = flip(pks_all_end_rev); 
locs_all_end = flip(locs_all_end_rev*-1); 
 
figure; 
plot(data_trunc,'k') 
hold on 
plot(locs_all_end,pks_all_end,'ro') 
plot(locs_all_start,pks_all_start,'go') 
yline(threshold,'b') 
hold off 
title('data with peaks marked') 
xlabel('Index') 
ylabel('Volts') 
 
 
%% manually deleting artifacts 
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search_idx_1 = 2.73e7; 
search_idx_2 = 2.735e7; 
 
del_start = find(locs_all_start > search_idx_1 & locs_all_start < search_idx_2); 
locs_all_start(del_start) = []; 
pks_all_start(del_start) = []; 
 
del_end = find(locs_all_end > search_idx_1 & locs_all_end < search_idx_2); 
locs_all_end(del_end) = []; 
pks_all_end(del_end) = []; 
 
figure; 
plot(data_trunc,'k') 
hold on 
plot(locs_all_end,pks_all_end,'ro') 
plot(locs_all_start,pks_all_start,'go') 
hold off 
title('data with peaks marked') 
xlabel('Index') 
ylabel('Volts') 
 
%% show blocks starts/stops 
 
% (Medtronic) 
block_starts = locs_all_start - 15; 
% block_ramp_starts = block_starts - 2550; 
block_ramp_starts = block_starts - 2550; % for bigger ramp 
block_ends = locs_all_end + 250; % end the block 150 samples after the last peak 
 
 
% % (Boston Scientific) 
% block_starts = locs_all_start - 175; 
% block_ramp_starts = block_starts(1) - 156305; % only one (long) ramp in s15 
% block_ends = locs_all_end + 250; 
 
%  
% %% add to plot 
%  
% hold on 
% xline(block_ends,'r') 
% xline(block_starts,'g') 
% xline(block_ramp_starts,'b') 
% title('data with block starts and stops marked') 
 

 

B.9 Set parameters for PARRM 

%% find period 
 
Fs = block_Fs; 
raw = block_signal; 
stimRate = block_freq; 
Period=FindPeriodLFP(raw,[1,length(raw)-1],Fs/stimRate); % Find period 
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%% Param tester 
% Plots the result of a PARRM filter for a window size and period distance 
% All samples are plotted on the timescale of the period on the left 
% Raw and filtered timeseries are plotted on the right 
% Zoom in horizontally to select your period distance 
% Use the slider in the bottom left to change your window size 
 
initWinSize=2000; % Initialize value for the window size parameter 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]) 
ax1=subplot(1,2,1); 
plot(mod(1:initWinSize*2-1,Period),diff(raw(1:initWinSize*2)),'o') 
axis tight 
ax2=subplot(1,2,2); 
plot(raw) 
axis tight 
h2 = uicontrol('style','slider','units','pixel','position',[20 20 300 
20],'min',1,'max',round((length(raw)-1)/2),... 
'callback',@(hObject, event) reset(ax1,ax2,raw,Period,hObject),'val',initWinSize); 
h=zoom; 
h.ActionPostCallback = @(obj,evd) zoomcallback(obj,raw,Period,h2); 
h.Enable = 'on'; 
h3=uicontrol('style','text','position',[20 40 300 20],'String',"Window size "); 
reset(ax1,ax2,raw,Period,h2) 
 
function zoomcallback(obj,raw,Period,sld) 
    allAxes = findobj(obj.Children,'Type','Axes'); 
    numClicked = find(gca==allAxes); 
    if numClicked==2 
        reset(allAxes(2),allAxes(1),raw,Period,sld) 
    end 
end 
 
function reset(ax1,ax2,raw,Period,sld) 
    newLim = xlim(ax1); 
    xl2=xlim(ax2); 
    yl2=ylim(ax2); 
    hold(ax2,'off') 
    plot(ax2,raw) 
    PARRM=PeriodicFilter(Period,ceil(get(sld,'Value')),diff(newLim)/2,0,'both'); 
    Filtered=((filter2(PARRM.',raw','same')-raw')./(1-
filter2(PARRM.',ones(size(raw')),'same'))+raw')'; 
    hold(ax2,'on') 
    plot(ax2,Filtered,'LineWidth',1) 
    legend(ax2,["Raw","Filtered"]) 
    title(ax2,'Data') 
    xlabel(ax2,'Sample #') 
    xlim(ax2,xl2) 
    ylim(ax2,yl2) 
    xl=xlim(ax1); 
    yl=ylim(ax1); 
    plot(ax1,mod(1:2*ceil(get(sld,'Value'))-
1,Period),diff(raw(1:2*ceil(get(sld,'Value')))),'o') 
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    xlim(ax1,xl); 
    ylim(ax1,yl); 
    xlabel(ax1,'Sample in Period') 
    ylabel(ax1,'Amplitude') 
    title(ax1,{strcat("WindowSize: 
",num2str(ceil(get(sld,'Value')))),strcat("PeriodWidth: ",num2str(diff(newLim)/2))}) 
end 

 
 

B.10 Apply PARRM 

%% loop for multiple files 
 
for i = 1:height(file_names); 
    load(file_names(i,:)) 
 
% parameters that don't change 
skipSize=ceil(block_Fs*0.002); % Number of samples to ignore in each window in sample 
space 
winDir='both'; % Filter using samples from the 'past', 'future', or 'both'. 
stimRate = block_freq; 
 
% parameters that change with frequency 
if block_freq == 140; 
   winSize=20000; % Width of the window in sample space for PARRM filter 
   perDist=0.15; 
elseif block_freq == 20; 
    winSize = 30000; % Width of the window in sample space for PARRM filter 
perDist=0.18; % Window in period space for which samples will be averaged 
elseif block_freq == 250; 
    winSize=16000; % Width of the window in sample space for PARRM filter 
perDist=0.16; % Window in period space for which samples will be averaged 
elseif block_freq == 70; 
    winSize=20000; % Width of the window in sample space for PARRM filter 
perDist=0.17; 
else 
    disp('Error with block frequency') 
end 
 
    guessPeriod=block_Fs/stimRate; % Starting point for period grid search 
    % Find the period of stimulation in simulated data 
Period=FindPeriodLFP(block_signal,[1,length(block_signal)-1],guessPeriod); 
    % Create the linear filter 
PARRM=PeriodicFilter(Period,winSize,perDist,skipSize,winDir); 
% Filter using the linear filter and remove edge effects 
Filtered=((filter2(PARRM.',block_signal','same')-block_signal')./(1-
filter2(PARRM.',ones(size(block_signal')),'same'))+block_signal')'; 
 
% setting variables for signal recontruction 
block_PARRM = Filtered; 
save(file_names(i,:),'block_PARRM','-append') 
end 
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%% Time Domain Comparison 
% Plots overlapping timeseries when there is 
% stimulation artifact and when 
% stimulation artifact is filtered using PARRM 
 
figure 
hold on 
plot(block_time, block_signal,'k','LineWidth',1) 
plot(block_time, Filtered,'Color',[0,0,225]/255,'LineWidth',1) 
axis tight 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Amplitude (V)') 
legend(["Raw","PARRM Filtered"]) 
 
%% look at data hp filtered after parrm filtered 
 
% high pass filter 
order = 3; 
fmin = 300; 
fmax = 3000; 
[b,a] = ellip(order,0.1,40,[fmin fmax]*2/block_Fs); 
 
data_seg = Filtered; 
 
data_hpfilt = filtfilt(b, a, data_seg); 
 
% plotting 
 
figure; 
plot(block_time,data_hpfilt,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Volts'); 
title(['PARRM and high pass filtered']) 

 
 

B.11 Power spectrum waterfall plot 

%% power one neuron, cortex 
 
Fs = 24414.0625; 
cd('D:\2 Not secure_Other\DATA\Data\BNI_no stim\forfcsummarytable'); 
load('all_neurons.mat'); 
 
%% 
my_neuron(1) = all_neurons(2); 
my_neuron(2) = all_neurons(3); 
 
for n = 1:2; 
    for c = 1:16; 
        neuron_lfp_mean = my_neuron(n).C(c).neuron_lfp_mean; 
        jitter_lfp_mean = my_neuron(n).C(c).jitter_lfp_mean; 
 
        % Generate frequency basis for single sided spectrum 
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        L = length(neuron_lfp_mean); % length of signal 
        t = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
        NFFT = 2^14; % for fft 
        f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % single sided spectrum 
 
        neuron_fft = fft(neuron_lfp_mean,NFFT)/L; % calculate fourier transform 
        neuron_pxx = abs(neuron_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)); % convert Y to single sided power 
spectrum 
 
        jitter_fft = fft(jitter_lfp_mean,NFFT)/L; % calculate fourier transform 
        jitter_pxx = abs(jitter_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)); % convert Y to single sided power 
spectrum 
 
        my_neuron(n).C(c).neuron_fft = neuron_fft; 
        my_neuron(n).C(c).neuron_pxx = neuron_pxx; 
        my_neuron(n).C(c).jitter_fft = jitter_fft; 
        my_neuron(n).C(c).jitter_pxx = jitter_pxx; 
    end 
end 
 
%% 
figure; 
%loglog(f,neuron_pxx,'k'); 
semilogx(f,abs(neuron_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)),'Color','r','LineWidth',0.5); 
hold on 
semilogx(f,abs(jitter_fft(1:NFFT/2+1)),'Color','k','LineWidth',0.5); 
 
%% 
 
figure; 
for c = 1:16; 
    semilogx(f,my_neuron.C(c).neuron_pxx); 
    hold on; 
end 
hold off; 
 
%% waterfall plot 
 
my_colors = ['#0072BD'; '#EE442F'; '#EDB120'; '#7E2F8E'; '#63ACBE']; 
pxx_w = []; 
 
for c = 1:16; 
    neuron_pxx = my_neuron(1).C(c).neuron_pxx; 
    neuron_pxx_normalized = neuron_pxx/sum(neuron_pxx).*100; 
    pxx_w_n1(c,:) = neuron_pxx_normalized; 
end 
 
for c = 1:16; 
    neuron_pxx = my_neuron(2).C(c).neuron_pxx; 
    neuron_pxx_normalized = neuron_pxx/sum(neuron_pxx).*100; 
    pxx_w_n2(c,:) = neuron_pxx_normalized; 
end 
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x = 1:16; 
x1 = x - 0.1; 
x2 = x + 0.1; 
 
figure('Position',[200.2,313.8,600,408.8]); 
w = waterfall(f,x1,pxx_w_n1); 
w.EdgeColor = my_colors(1,:); 
hold on 
w2 = waterfall(f,x2,pxx_w_n2); 
w2.EdgeColor = my_colors(2,:); 
hold off 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Cortical channel number'); 
zlabel('Power (% total)'); 
xlim([0 250]); 
ylim([0 17]); 
% zlim([0 500]); 
ax = gca; 
ax.FontName = 'Arial'; 
ax.FontSize = [10]; 
ax.TickDir = 'out'; 
ax.View = [74 14]; 
%yticks(5:5:45); 
%yticklabels(5:5:45); 
set(get(gca,'ylabel'),'rotation',3); 
set(get(gca,'xlabel'),'rotation',-32); 
set(gca,'XScale','log') 
%legend('Neuron A Cortical LFP power', 'Neuron B Cortical LFP power','EdgeColor',[1 1 
1]); 

 
 

B.12 Spike-phase analysis 

 
%% 
load('all_neurons.mat'); 
Fs = 24414.0625; 
 
%% 
 
my_neuron = all_neurons(30); 
 
 
%% 
 
params.tapers=[3 5]; params.pad=2; params.Fs=Fs; params.fpass=[0 250]; 
params.trialave=0; % parameters for chronux functions 
 
 
for c = 1:16; 
    neuron_lfp_mean = my_neuron.C(c).neuron_lfp_mean; 
    [C,phi,S12,S1,S2,f]=coherencycpt(neuron_lfp_mean',1,params); % for mean trial 
    phi_all(c,1) = phi(689);  
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end 
 
figure; 
polarhistogram(phi_all, 360); 

 
 

B.13 DBS waveform analysis 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% BME 493 - Honors Thesis DBS Code 
%       Author:  Lexi Kiraly 
%       Date:    2020/11/15 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%% Analysis of waveform generated by DBS 
 
clear; 
clc; 
close all; 
 
cd('D:\code\Matlab\Guest\Lexi_project'); 
 
% import data from .mat file 
% C1 is channel for deep microelectrode 
% C2 - C7 should be channels for micro-ECoG grid 
% Header contains recording informaion 
 
% load('E:\human CNS\BNI\BNI DBS stimulation\2018_03_Ipsilateral.mat') 
 
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.mat','mytitle','D:\Data\'); 
load([pathname filename],'C1','Header'); % load only micro-electrode and header 
 
%% Setup and plot of unfiltered data 
 
% Convert recorded data to double for analysis 
x = double(C1); 
 
% Get sampling rate from Header, different in some files 
% if exist('Header.info.sevFS','var') 
%          Fs = Header.info.sevFs; % sampling frequency 
% else 
%         Fs = Header.Fs; % sampling frequency 
% end 
 
% Get sampling rate from Header, different in some files 
try 
    Fs = Header.info.sevFs; % sampling frequency 
catch 
    Fs = Header.Fs; % sampling frequency 
end 
 
% Generate frequency basis for single sided spectrum 
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L = length(x); % length of signal 
t = 0:1/Fs:(L-1)/Fs; % time base 
NFFT = 2^14; 
f = Fs/2.*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % single sided spectrum 
 
figure; 
plot(t,x,'k'); 
% ylim([-0.0004,0.0008]) 
% xlim([500,2010]) 
xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
ylabel('Voltage (volts)') 
sgtitle('Patient 02: Unfiltered Data') 
 
 
 
%% Running high-pass filter and plotting data 
 
% high-pass filter 
order = 3; 
Rp = 1; % pass-band ripple in db 
Rs = 60; % stop-band attenuation in db 
Fc = 250; % cutoff frequency - 250 Hz will remove most lw frequecey LFP 
% [z,p,k] = butter(order,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); 
[z,p,k] = ellip(order,Rp,Rs,Fc/(Fs/2),'high'); %duilding (setup) filter 
[SOS,G] = zp2sos(z,p,k);% convert to SOS structure to use filter analysis tool 
% fvtool(SOS); 
 
tic; 
x_filt = filtfilt(SOS,G,x);  %running filter 
toc 
 
figure; 
plot(t,x_filt,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (volts)'); 
% ylim([-0.0004,0.0008]) 
% xlim([500,2010]) 
sgtitle('Patient 02: High-Pass Filter Data') 
 
%% Truncating data to remove large artifacts 
 
time_start = 509; 
time_end = 2010; 
threshold = 0.0002; 
 
% first epoch 
x_trunc = x_filt(Fs*time_start:Fs*time_end); 
t_trunc = t(Fs*time_start:Fs*time_end); % timepoints of last epoch stimulation 
 
% % last epoch 
% x2_trunc = x_filt(Fs*1890:Fs*2120); 
% t2_trunc = t(Fs*1890:Fs*2120); % timepoints of last epoch stimulation 
%  
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%% 
figure; 
 
% % first epoch index 
% ax1 = subplot(2,2,1);  
% plot(x_trunc,'k'); 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% title('First Epoch Index') 
 
% first epoch time 
%ax2 = subplot(2,1,1); 
plot(t_trunc, x_trunc,'k'); 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (volts)'); 
%ylim([-0.002,0.006]) 
%xlim([600,2200]) 
yline(threshold, 'r--', 'LineWidth', 2) 
sgtitle('Truncated Data with Threshold: Patient 01') 
 
% c = polyfit(t_trunc, x_trunc, 1); 
% y_est = polyval(c,t_trunc); 
% hold on 
% plot(t_trunc, y_est,'r--','LineWidth',2) 
% hold off 
 
% % last epoch index 
% ax3 = subplot(2,2,3); 
% plot(x2_trunc,'k') 
% xlabel('Index'); 
% ylabel('Volts'); 
% title('Last Epoch Index') 
 
% % last epoch time 
% ax4 = subplot(2,1,2); 
% plot(t2_trunc, x2_trunc,'k'); 
% xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
% ylabel('Voltage (volts)'); 
% % ylim([-0.0001,0.0004]) 
% % xlim([1790,2010]) 
% yline(0.004, 'r--','LineWidth',2) 
% title('Last Epoch Truncated Data') 
% sgtitle('Patient 02') 
 
 
%% Acquiring all peaks of stim 
 
% threshold needs to be set for each patient 
%threshold = 0.0003; 
 
% find threshold crossing times 
[pks,locs_time,w_time,p_time] = findpeaks(x_trunc,t_trunc,'MinPeakHeight',threshold); 
[pks,locs_index,w_index,p_index] = findpeaks(x_trunc,'MinPeakHeight',threshold); 
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% [pks2,locs_time2,w_time2,p_time2] = 
findpeaks(x2_trunc,t2_trunc,'MinPeakHeight',threshold); 
% [pks2,locs_index2,w_index2,p_index2] = 
findpeaks(x2_trunc,'MinPeakHeight',threshold); 
 
% STIM VALUES 
% Saving 140 Hz Stim as vector 
% FirstEpoch = pks; 
% save('Ips_2019_01_FirstEpoch.mat','FirstEpoch') 
%  
% % Saving 70Hz Stim as vector 
% LastEpoch = pks2; 
% save('Ips_2019_01_LastEpoch.mat','LastEpoch') 
 
% run t-test 
 
% setup time base 
stimulation_wavelength = 0.002; % seconds 
number_of_samples = Fs*stimulation_wavelength; 
time_base = round(-0.5*number_of_samples :0.5*number_of_samples -1);  
[time_base_mat,loc_mat] = meshgrid(time_base,locs_index); 
snippet_ind = time_base_mat + loc_mat;  
 
snippets = x_trunc(snippet_ind); 
 
% stimulation_wavelength2 = 0.002; % seconds 
% number_of_samples2 = Fs*stimulation_wavelength2; 
% time_base2 = round(-0.5*number_of_samples2 :0.5*number_of_samples2 -1);  
% [time_base_mat2,loc_mat2] = meshgrid(time_base2,locs_index2); 
% snippet_ind2 = time_base_mat2 + loc_mat2;  
%  
% snippets2 = x2_trunc(snippet_ind2); 
 
 
%% Plotting final snippets as means with upper/lower standard deviations 
 
figure 
 
% ax5 = subplot(1,2,1); 
plot((time_base/Fs),mean(snippets),'-ro'); 
%plot((time_base/Fs),(snippets)) 
%waterfall((time_base/Fs),(snippets)) 
%'-r','Marker','o','MarkerSize',5); 
hold on 
plot(time_base/Fs,mean(snippets)+std(snippets),'k') 
plot(time_base/Fs,mean(snippets)-std(snippets),'k') 
%xlim([-0.004 0.004]); 
%ylim([-0.001 0.006]) 
xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
ylabel('Voltage (volts)'); 
% title('Raw Voltage Peak Data') 
legend('Data ({\it\mu})','Stats ({\it\mu} \pm {\it\sigma})') 
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%save('Patient01_AllEpochs','snippets') 
% title({'DBS stimulation waveform at STN microelectrode','First Epoch Stim, 
Ipsilateral Patient: 03, 2018'}); 
%str = ['Patient 2019PB01' newline 'Ipsilateral Stimulation' newline '90 micro-Second 
pulse' newline 'Fs = 24414 Hertz']; 
% annotation('textbox','String',str,'FitBoxToText','on'); 
 
% firstData = line((time_base/Fs),mean(snippets)); 
% err = std(snippets); 
% firstErr = errorbar((time_base/Fs),mean(snippets),err); 
% set(firstErr,'LineStyle','none','Marker','.','Color',[0 0 0]) 
% set(firstData,'LineStyle','-','Marker','.','Color',[0.6350, 0.0780, 0.1840]) 
% set(firstErr,'LineWidth',1,'Marker','o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0 
0],'MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0]) 
% set(firstData, 
'Marker','o','MarkerSize',5,'MarkerEdgeColor','none','MarkerFaceColor',[0.6350, 
0.0780, 0.1840]) 
% firstLegend = legend([firstErr, firstData], 'Data ({\it\mu} \pm {\it\sigma})','Data 
({\it\mu})') 
 
% ax6 = subplot(1,2,2); 
% plot(time_base/Fs,mean(snippets2),'Color',[0, 0.4470, 
0.7410],'Marker','o','MarkerSize',5); 
% hold on 
% plot(time_base/Fs,mean(snippets2)+std(snippets2),'k') 
% plot(time_base/Fs,mean(snippets2)-std(snippets2),'k') 
% %xlim([-0.004 0.004]); 
% ylim([-0.001 0.006]) 
% xlabel('Time (seconds)'); 
% ylabel('Voltage (volts)'); 
% title('Last Epoch') 
% legend('Data ({\it\mu})','Stats ({\it\mu} \pm {\it\sigma})') 
 
% lastData = line((time_base/Fs),mean(snippets2)); 
% err2 = std(snippets2); 
% lastErr = errorbar((time_base/Fs),mean(snippets2),err2); 
% set(lastErr,'LineStyle','none','Marker','.','Color',[0 0 0]) 
% set(lastData,'LineStyle','-','Marker','.','Color',[0, 0.4470, 0.7410]) 
% set(lastErr, 'LineWidth',1,'Marker','o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0 
0],'MarkerFaceColor',[0 0 0]) 
% set(lastData, 
'Marker','o','MarkerSize',5,'MarkerEdgeColor','none','MarkerFaceColor',[0, 0.4470, 
0.7410]) 
% lastLegend = legend([lastErr, lastData], 'Data ({\it\mu} \pm {\it\sigma})','Data 
({\it\mu})') 
 
% title({'DBS stimulation waveform at STN microelectrode','Last Epoch Stim, 
Ipsilateral Patient: 03, 2018'}); 
sgtitle('Waveform at STN Microelectrode: Patient 01'); 
%sgtitle('Raw DBS Stimulation Waveform Data: Patient 01') 
 
%% WILL MOST LIKELY BE REMOVED 
%  
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% stimulation_wavelength = 0.010; % seconds 
% number_of_samples = Fs*stimulation_wavelength; 
% time_base = round(-0.5*number_of_samples :0.5*number_of_samples -1);  
%  
% [time_base_mat,loc_mat] = meshgrid(time_base,locs_index(17500:29290)); 
% snippet_ind = time_base_mat + loc_mat;  
%  
% stim_aligned_lfp = lfp_trunc(snippet_ind); 
% figure; plot(time_base/Fs,mean(stim_aligned_lfp)) 
%  
% 
%% End of File 
 
 

B.14 DBS waveform trace analysis 

 
 
Fs = 24414.0625; 
 
load("s10_ipsi.mat","x_trunc"); 
ipsi_trace = x_trunc; 
ipsi_trace = ipsi_trace*1e3; % convert to mV 
t_ipsi = 0:1/Fs:(length(ipsi_trace)-1)/Fs; 
 
load("s17_contra.mat","x_trunc"); 
contra_trace = x_trunc; 
contra_trace = contra_trace*1e3; % convert to mV 
t_contra = 0:1/Fs:(length(contra_trace)-1)/Fs; 
 
figure; 
plot(t_ipsi, ipsi_trace,'g'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude (mV)'); 
ylim([-1 6]) 
xlim([-100,1400]) 
title('Ipsilateral') 
 
figure; 
plot(t_contra, contra_trace,'b'); 
xlabel('Time (s)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude (mV)'); 
ylim([-1 6]) 
xlim([-100,1400]) 
title('Contralateral') 
 
%% 
 
load("s10_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim(1,:) = mean(snippets); 
peak_stim(1).max = max(snippets'); 
 
load("s11_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
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mean_stim(2,:) = mean(snippets); 
peak_stim(2).max = max(snippets'); 
 
%load("s12_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
load("s12_ipsi_polrev.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim(3,:) = mean(snippets); 
peak_stim(3).max = max(snippets'); 
 
load("s13_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim(4,:) = mean(snippets); 
 
% load("s14_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
% mean_stim(5,:) = mean(snippets); 
 
load("s15_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim(5,:) = mean(snippets); % change to 6 if you add above back 
peak_stim(5).max = max(snippets'); 
 
load("s17_contra.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim_c(1,:) = mean(snippets); 
peak_stim_c(1).max = max(snippets'); 
 
load("s18_contra.mat","snippets"); 
mean_stim_c(2,:) = mean(snippets); 
peak_stim_c(2).max = max(snippets'); 
 
time_stim = -0.001:1/Fs:0.001; 
time_stim(end) = []; 
time_stim = time_stim*1e3; % convert to ms 
mean_stim = mean_stim.*1e3; 
mean_stim_c = mean_stim_c.*1e3; 
 
figure('Position',[680,467,329,511]) 
p1 = plot(time_stim,mean_stim,'g', 'LineWidth',1); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(time_stim,mean_stim_c,'b','LineWidth',1); 
plot([-0.15 -0.15],[-0.2 0.6],'k','LineWidth',1.5); 
plot([0.15 0.15],[-0.2 0.6],'k','LineWidth',1.5); 
plot([-0.15 0.15],[-0.2 -0.2],'k','LineWidth',1.5); 
plot([-0.15 0.15],[0.6 0.6],'k','LineWidth',1.5); 
hold off 
xlabel('Time (ms)') 
ylabel('Amplitude (mV)') 
leg_labels = ['Ipsilateral  ';'Contralateral']; 
legend([p1(1) p2(1)],leg_labels) 
xlim([-0.25 0.4]) 
 
figure('Position',[852,460,127,234]) 
p1 = plot(time_stim,mean_stim,'g', 'LineWidth',1); 
hold on 
p2 = plot(time_stim,mean_stim_c,'b','LineWidth',1); 
hold off 
%xlabel('Time (ms)') 
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%ylabel('Amplitude (mV)') 
leg_labels = ['Ipsilateral  ';'Contralateral']; 
%legend([p1(1) p2(1)],leg_labels) 
xlim([-0.15 0.15]) 
ylim([-0.2 0.6]) 
axis off 
 
%% 
 
% figure 
% hold on 
% for i = 1:5; 
% plot(peak_stim(i).max) 

 
 

B.15 DBS waveform amplitude analysis 

 
Fs = 24414.0625; 
 
load("s10_ipsi.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim(1).pks = pks; 
peak_stim(1).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
load("s11_ipsi.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim(2).pks = pks; 
peak_stim(2).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
%load("s12_ipsi.mat","snippets"); 
load("s12_ipsi_polrev.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim(3).pks = pks; 
peak_stim(3).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
load("s13_ipsi.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim(4).pks = pks; 
peak_stim(4).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
load("s15_ipsi.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim(5).pks = pks; 
peak_stim(5).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
load("s17_contra.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim_c(1).pks = pks; 
peak_stim_c(1).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
load("s18_contra.mat","pks","locs_index"); 
peak_stim_c(2).pks = pks; 
peak_stim_c(2).times = locs_index./Fs; 
 
%% 
 
my_colors = ['#0072BD'; '#EE442F'; '#EDB120'; '#7E2F8E'; '#63ACBE']; 
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c_colors = ['#A2142F'; '#000000']; 
 
figure 
hold on 
for i = 1:5; 
    scatter(peak_stim(i).times,peak_stim(i).pks,'Color',my_colors(i,:)) 
end 
for i = 1:2; 
    scatter(peak_stim_c(i).times,peak_stim_c(i).pks,'Color',c_colors(i,:)) 
end 
 
%% 
 
del_idx = find(peak_stim_c(2).pks > 0.0007); 
peak_stim_c(2).pks(del_idx) = []; 
peak_stim_c(2).times(del_idx) = []; 
 
%% 
 
for i = 1:5; 
    peak_stim(i).pks_n = peak_stim(i).pks./max(peak_stim(i).pks); 
end 
for i = 1:2; 
    peak_stim_c(i).pks_n = peak_stim_c(i).pks./max(peak_stim_c(i).pks); 
end 
 
% figure 
% hold on 
% for i = 1:5; 
%     h = []; 
%     
scatter(peak_stim(i).times,peak_stim(i).pks_n,'MarkerEdgeAlpha',[0],'MarkerEdgeColor'
,[0 0 0],'Marker','o') 
%     h = lsline; 
%     h.Color = 'g'; 
% end 
% for i = 1:2; 
%     h = []; 
%     scatter(peak_stim_c(i).times,peak_stim_c(i).pks_n,'MarkerEdgeColor',[1 1 
1],'MarkerEdgeAlpha',0,'Marker','o') 
%     h = lsline; 
%     h.Color = 'b'; 
% end 
% xlabel('Time (s)') 
% ylabel('Normalized Stim Peak') 
% ylim([0.3 1.1]) 
% xlim([-100 2000]) 
 
%% 
 
y = peak_stim_c(1).pks_n; 
y = y'; 
X = peak_stim_c(1).times; 
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X = [ones(length(X),1) X']; 
 
[b,bint,r,rint,stats] = regress(y,X); 
 
reg_y = [b(1) b(1)+b(2)*1400]; 
 
figure; 
scatter(peak_stim_c(1).times,peak_stim_c(1).pks_n,'filled') 
hold on 
line([0 1400],reg_y,'Color','g') 
 
%% 
 
for i = 1:5; 
    y = peak_stim(i).pks_n; 
    y = y'; 
    X = peak_stim(i).times; 
    X = [ones(length(X),1) X']; 
 
    [b,bint,r,rint,stats] = regress(y,X); 
 
    coeff(i,:) = b'; 
    stats_(i,:) = stats; 
end 
for i = 1:2; 
    y = peak_stim_c(i).pks_n; 
    y = y'; 
    X = peak_stim_c(i).times; 
    X = [ones(length(X),1) X']; 
 
    [b,bint,r,rint,stats] = regress(y,X); 
 
    coeff_c(i,:) = b'; 
    stats_c(i,:) = stats; 
end 
 
%% 
 
regy1 = coeff(:,1); 
regy2 = coeff(:,1) + coeff(:,2)*1400; 
 
regy1_c = coeff_c(1,1); 
regy2_c = coeff_c(1,1) + coeff_c(1,2)*1400; 
 
regy1_c2 = coeff_c(2,1); 
regy2_c2 = coeff_c(2,1) + coeff_c(2,2)*1400; 
 
figure; 
l1 =line([0 1400],[regy1 regy2],'Color','g'); 
l2 = line([0 1400],[regy1_c regy2_c],'Color','b'); 
line([0 1400],[regy1_c2 regy2_c2],'Color','b') 
leg_labels = ['Ipsilateral  ';'Contralateral']; 
legend([l1(1);l2(1)],leg_labels) 
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hold on 
scatter(1500,[regy2; regy2_c; regy2_c2],'*k') 
 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Normalized Stim Peak') 
ylim([0.3 1.1]) 
xlim([-100 1600]) 
 
%% 
 
for i = 1:5; 
peak_stim(i).xbox = ones(1,length(peak_stim(i).pks))*i; 
peak_stim(i).pks = peak_stim(i).pks.*1e3; % convert to mV 
end 
 
for i = 1:2; 
peak_stim_c(i).xbox = ones(1,length(peak_stim_c(i).pks))*(i+5); 
peak_stim_c(i).pks = peak_stim_c(i).pks.*1e3; % convert to mV 
end 
%% 
figure; 
hold on 
for i = 1:2; 
    b2 = boxchart(peak_stim_c(i).xbox,peak_stim_c(i).pks); 
    b2.BoxFaceColor = 'b'; 
    b2.MarkerStyle = '.'; 
    b2.MarkerColor = 'k'; 
    b2.BoxWidth = 1; 
    b2.LineWidth = 0.5; 
    b2.JitterOutliers = 'on'; 
    b2.MarkerSize = 2; 
end 
for i = 1:5; 
    b1 = boxchart(peak_stim(i).xbox,peak_stim(i).pks); 
    b1.BoxFaceColor = 'g'; 
    b1.MarkerStyle = '.'; 
    b1.MarkerColor = 'k'; 
    b1.BoxWidth = 1; 
    b1.LineWidth = 0.5; 
    b1.JitterOutliers = 'on'; 
    b1.MarkerSize = 2; 
end 
s = scatter(-1000,-1000,'.k'); 
view([90 -90]) 
legend([b1(1) b2(1) s],['Ipsilateral  '; 'Contralateral' ; 'Outlier      
'],'Location','northeast') 
ylabel('Stim Peak Amplitude (mV)') 
xlabel('Subject') 
xticks([1:7]) 
xticklabels(['10';'11';'12';'13';'15';'17';'18']) 
ylim([-3 60]) 
 
%% 
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for i = 1:5; 
peak_stim_mean(i) = mean(peak_stim(i).pks); 
end 
 
for i = 1:2; 
peak_stim_mean_c(i) = mean(peak_stim_c(i).pks); 
end 
 
figure('Position',[595,336,480,585]) 
s1 = scatter([2.25 2.0 2.1 1.9 
2.2],peak_stim_mean,'g','filled','MarkerEdgeColor','k','SizeData',100); 
xlabel('Distance from DBS electrode (mm)') 
ylabel('Average Stim Peak (mV)') 
hold on 
s2= scatter([23.9 
24.1],peak_stim_mean_c,'b','filled','MarkerEdgeColor','k','SizeData',100); 
%s3 = scatter(0,3*1e3,'k','filled','MarkerEdgeColor','k','SizeData',100); 
% set(gca,'YScale','log') 
set(gca,'XGrid','on','YGrid','on') 
xlim([-2 25]) 
%legend([s3(1) s1(1) s2(1)],['DBS Input 3.0 V';'Ipsilateral    ';'Contralateral  ']) 
legend([s1(1) s2(1)],['Ipsilateral    ';'Contralateral  ']) 
 
%% for polynormial regression 
%  
 
peak_stim_mean_all = [peak_stim_mean, peak_stim_mean_c]'; 
dist = [2 2 2 2 2 24 24]'; 
dist_plus1s = [ones(height(dist),1) dist]; 
 
% linear 
 
[b,bint,r,rint,stats] = regress(peak_stim_mean_all,dist_plus1s); 
 
regy1 = b(1); 
regy2 = b(1) + b(2)*24; 
 
hold on 
l1 = line([0 24], [regy1 regy2],'Color','r'); 
legend([s1(1) s2(1) l1(1)],['Ipsilateral    ';'Contralateral  '; 'Regression     ']) 
 
 
%% theoretical relationship 
 
r = 0.1:0.1:25; 
EMF = 9e9*30e-6./r; 
 
EMF_plot = polyval(EMF,r); 
 
figure; 
plot(r,EMF_plot,'r') 
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%% std of peaks for each subject 
 
for i = 1:5; 
peak_stim_std(i) = std(peak_stim(i).pks); 
end 
 
for i = 1:2; 
peak_stim_std_c(i) = std(peak_stim_c(i).pks); 
end 
 
std_mean = mean([peak_stim_std peak_stim_std_c]) 
std_sem = std([peak_stim_std peak_stim_std_c])/sqrt(7) 
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
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